
MEETING MINUTES -- 3 January 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

(Minutes taken by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 03 January 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee website:  
    - Public: http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
    - Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/

- Roll call 
    - We have a quorum
- Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200512/msg00022.html (Dec 20)

Look ahead at upcoming special sessions--translation focus:
  Jan 10 Andrzej Zydron, follow-up on xm:tm and DITA.
  Jan 17 Yves Savourel on W3C ITS WG liaison with DITA

Correction to minutes from previous (December 20, 2005) meeting: Missing
action item. Robert Anderson was given action item to describe generated
text processing with respect to translation.

Minutes approved by acclamation.
--------

Aside from Don Day on the importance of the upcoming special sessions on
translation issues: "[The TC needs] to declare that we’re implementing
industry best practices for DITA. As a TC we should come away with
better understanding of work that needs to be done or liaisons that need
to be established."

--------

New business: The TC determined plans regarding face-to-face public or
private meetings for three upcoming events:

- DITA 2006, March 23 - 25, Raleigh NC

This conference does not coincide with the regular Tuesday DITA TC
meeting. DITA TC members may participate in a public conference session.

- Content Management Strategies Conference 2006, April 3-5, San
Francisco CA 

TC will hold regular Tuesday call-in meeting April 4. TC members present
at the conference can dial in from face-to-face meeting. TC members will
also be invited as panelists in a closing QA session. 

- OASIS Symphosium, May 9-12, San Francisco, CA 

This event provides opportunities to meet with other OASIS groups that



have cross-over interests with DITA. Don will check with Carol Geyer on
room time and availability.

Motion to accept these plans, approved by acclamation.

-----

Discussion:

Discussion: Paul Prescod has raised clarity and ambiguity issues
regarding how DITA constructs should be processed, as directed in the
DITA 1.0 specification.

  - Specentry attribute: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200512/msg00032.html
  - Simpletable specializations: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200512/msg00029.html
  - Links in DITA Toolkit: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200512/msg00028.html

Discussion concensus: Spec must be more explicit regarding semantics and
expectations for processing. Issue is not limited to the above items.

------

Related comment to Architectural Spec -- wildcard filtering
  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/200511/msg00000.html

Don Day: Please inspect and respond on DITA-TC list.

Action item for Robert Anderson -- create a root document for the
discussion in the DITA TC area.

-------

Resume review of "left off the list" and unnumbered proposals for 1.1 scope:
 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200512/msg00010.html

#18 move @format and @scope into rel-atts

(Robert Anderson) Low-cost change. Processing is already in place. Only
problem -- may break specializations, but could be made
backwards-compatible by duplicating the entity.

----

#31 Side-by-side implementation of DITA ids and xml:id

Don Day: At the time [DITA was designed], xml:id was under discussion by
W3C. Now accepted W3C feature. Recommend that we defer to 2.0.

-----

#33 Move <refsyn> to a domain (depends on #32, topic domain unification,
which has been accepted)

Eric Hennum -- Shouldn’t make decision until we finalize other issue.



Don Day: Should we merge w/ issue #32?

EH -- Issues are related but separate. One is architectural, the other is vocabulary.

DD -- Does this make a difference for 1.1?

EH -- On the candidate list because somebody wanted to express
syntax outside reference content. Recommend to keep on 1.1.

Will resume discussion of item 33 week of Jan 17. (Jan 10 TC meeting is
a special presentation). Meeting adjourned.



MEETING MINUTES -- 10 January 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

(Minutes taken by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 10 January 2006

Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee website:  
    - Public: http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
    - Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/

- Roll call 
    - We have a quorum

- Approved 1-3-2006 minutes by acclamation

-----

Meeting program: Presentation by Andrzej Zydron on xml:tm and DITA

Presentation slides:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200512/pdf00008.pdf

Representative questions from the TC:

What happens with a topic that does not contain xml:tm? What is the
effect on translation memory?

How are non-inline translateable attributes handled?

How does xml:tm handle elements that can be rendered as inline or block,
depending on context? E.g. <cmd> element in a step?

How does xml:tmp apply in the processing toolset? Do authors need to
insert xml:tm elements directly? (Andrej Zydron -- "This is unlikely.").

Please direct follow-up comments/questions to TC email list.

-----

Next week (January 17): Presentation by Yves Savourel on the W3C ITS WG
liaison with DITA.

Regular TC discussion will resume on January 24.



MEETING MINUTES -- 24 January 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Seraphim Larsen <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 24 January 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee website:  
    - Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
    - Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
    - Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

- Roll call
    - We do have quorum

- Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
    - (Jan 3) http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/16133/minutes.1.03.06.txt 
        - Don moved to approve the minutes, Seraphim seconded, no
          objections, approved by acclamation.

    - (Jan 10) http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/16269/TC-Meeting-Minutes-2006-1-10.txt
        - Don moved to approve the minutes, Robert Anderson
          seconded, no objections, approved by acclamation.

    - Jan 17 was not a regular TC business meeting -- no minutes.

    - Review recent translation discussion--schedule actions
        - Create a liason between the two groups on translation
          issues?
            - **** ACTION for Don to initiate liason activity with
              the ITS workgroup at WC3
            - Anyone else interested in participating in that
              activity?
                - Kumar Gershon volunteered
                - Don thinks JoAnn Hackos is also interested, but he
                  won't volunteer her.  :)
            - **** ACTION for Don to add discussion of xml:tm and
              translation scorecard to the list

- Review OASIS DITA Wiki:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage
        - Don gave a walk-through
        - Seraphim will help Don administer the site (keep things
          orderly)
        - Anyone who is a *member* of the TC may create/edit pages;
          observers and non-members have read-only access.
        - Our previous work on items accepted for DITA 1.1 is here:
            - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/AcceptedAndCandidate

- Resume review of "left off the list" and unnumbered proposals for 1.1 scope:
    - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200512/msg00010.html
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/OffTheList#preview
        - (start at #33)



        - #33 Move <refsyn> to a domain (depends on #32, which was accepted) 
            - Some discussion of an issue raised by Michael
              Priestley -- his issue was resolved.
            - This one is ready to be included in the 1.1 cutoff

        - #44 Keep indextermref (or redefine its function)
            - Don -- This one had been indicated for deprecation --
              there may be possible alternative ways of doing this,
              therefore the semantic for having a dedicated element
              didn't necessarily seem useful enough to keep it.
              Thus, the question is, shall we drop indextermref?
            - Michael Priestley -- What exactly is the proposal?  To
              make it undeprecated?
            - (Some discussion, but the echo on the conference call
              made it impossible to follow.)
            - Don -- There doesn't seem any strong sentiment towards
              keeping indextermref.  Any objections?
            - No objections, so for 1.1, we keep this as status quo,
              in other words, not on the 1.1 agenda.
              
        - #49 Better separation of XSL-FO names from XSLT logic
          (looks like Toolkit req) 
            - Don -- His take is that this is a toolkit requirement,
              a "best practice", but not something under the domain
              of the spec.  Thus, his recommendation for this is
              *not* to include it in the spec (not for 1.1, or later
              either).  Let's remove this, since it's not something
              the TC needs to address.
            - Don -- We've determined that this does not apply to
              the TC, but to the Toolkit.  ***** ACTION for Don, to
              transfer this to the Developer's list for the toolkit.
                
    - Unnumbered items come next (same list of items, just some of
      them weren't numbered...)

        - Spec and process issues (from Yas's notes, other
          comments): Update DITA 1.0 DTD/Schema specification (bug
          fixes and comment edits)
            - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200507/msg00058.html
              among others
            - Robert Anderson -- The only additional bug fix is
              (something about syntax diagrams).  Does that need to
              be fixed here?
            - Don -- Let's close this item, and make that syntax
              diagram a new bug item (Closed)
        
        - Paul Grosso -- As an aside -- how do things get added to
          this list of issues (such as his graphics issue, which he
          posted to the TC list)?
            - Don -- Go to the Wiki
              (http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/OffTheList#preview),
              scroll down to the bottom, click on the "Edit" button
              (on the left).  Add your item to the bottom of the
              current list.  You could also post your document to



              the Documents repository on the OASIS site.  Or maybe
              point to the posting on the list.  ***** ACTION for
              Don and Seraphim to work out the adminstrative
              details.  In the meantime, go ahead and just edit the
              Wiki page.
            - Kumar -- Can any member add something here?
            - Don -- Yes, but we're only taking new, minor items
              now, such as bug fixes -- no more major items that
              would require major rework.
            - Don -- Also, please just add things to the end of the
              existing list, so it's easier to work through them.

        - OASIS artifact naming guidelines (to follow where applicable) 
            - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200507/maillist.html
            - Robin Cover -- those guidelines are not finished yet,
              so let's not commit to anything yet (we don't know
              what we'd be committing to).
            - Don -- OK, let's just point the spec editors to that,
              as a reference, but it's not something we will commit
              to follow right now.

        - Documenting DITA design principles (not approved yet) 
            - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200510/msg00005.html 
            - Don -- Good suggestion -- Should this be part of the
              spec itself, or an ancillary document?
            - Michael Priestly -- It makes sense to include it as
              part of the spec.  
            - Don -- Makes sense, just didn't want to increase the
              editors' workload.
                    - Maybe the editors can develop this through the
                      DITA Wiki, so many people can contribute to
                      it.
            - Michael -- Would not be comfortable moving the
              proposed list directly into the spec, since it
              contradicts what IBM actually does.  Thus his
              recommendation is to include a section on design
              principles, but it won't be as straightforward as just
              adopting the existing doc.  There are different
              perspectives on what the best design principles really
              are.  
            - Don -- Let's keep this in 1.1, but the specific
              content is to be worked out by the editors. 
            - Michael -- Yes, but it won't be trivial, and will need
              work.  
            - Don -- Is it on the 1.1 list or not?
            - Michael -- Yes, it should stay on the 1.1 list.

        - Details in the DITA spec--Priestley 
            - ("There are some cases... where the spec needs to be
              updated")
            - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200510/msg00059.html
            - behavior of conref with attributes on the referencing
              element 
            - why a content fragment has to be addressed



              within a topic 

                - Don -- Are there any cases where the spec needs to
                  be updated?
                - Michael -- No, it's normal that it's not updated.  
                - Don -- So, does this need to go into 1.1?
                - Michael -- Yes.
                - Decision -- Recommendation is to leave it on the
                  1.1 list.

        - Extensibility of DITA through new attributes 
            - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200508/msg00065.html  
            - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200508/msg00069.html
              and following 
            - Don -- Is there a reason why this is not one of the
              existing requirements that we've already discussed?
              Isn't this already covered in the general
              extensibility of attributes that is covered by another
              proposal in progress?
            - Michael -- There was some confusion, because Michael
              was calling it metadata attributes, and did not refer
              to all attributes in general.  This new proposal is in
              regard to all attributes in general.
                - It really comes down to design principles.
                  Inheritance doesn't work with attributes, and to
                  make it work, we need to do a lot of rework.
                  That's possible for profiling attributes, but it's
                  outside of present scope to do it for *all*
                  attributes.  General extensibility (being able to
                  specialize *anything*) is going to be really hard
                  to address.
                - We might be able to handle Paul Prescod's concerns
                  by defining two base class attributes, one for
                  profiling and one for anything, and only allowing
                  specialization off of those two.
                - Without Paul Prescod, we can't really resolve
                  today.  So let's continue here next time.

- Announcements/Opens
    - None

<end>



MEETING MINUTES -- 31 January 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Seraphim Larsen <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 31 January 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee website:  
    - Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
    - Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
    - Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

- Roll call
    - We do have quorum

- Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
    - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200601/msg00029.html (Jan 24)
        - The following snippet should be attributed to Paul Grosso
          (***** ACTION for Seraphim)
                - Paul -- As an aside -- how do things get added to
                  this list of issues (such as his graphics issue,
                  which he posted to the TC list)? 
        - Don proposes to accept the minutes as read and amended,
          JoAnn Hackos seconded, approved by acclamation.

- News, events:
    - Upcoming first meeting for translation liaison discussion
        - First meeting will be next Tuesday (7 Feb 2006), 8-9 AM PT
          (same time as DITA TC meeting) -- Don will send out
          announcement
        - Don -- Has anyone written any best practices on this
          (elements in DITA used for translation)?
            - Chris Wong -- Doesn't have any information on that.
            - JoAnn Hackos -- Doesn't have anything written.
            - Robert Anderson -- Robert wrote an article for this
              for IBM -- see the following URL:
              http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200601/msg00034.html

            - Kris Kravogel -- Trados could not distinguish the
              elements to be translated based only on attributes.
              But Trados is releasing a new version of the software
              that is attributes-aware.
                - JoAnn -- Has heard the same thing.

    - Prep for conferences starting next month
        - JoAnn's CMS Conference
                - JoAnn scheduled a time for the TC to have
                  a meeting, if it materializes
                - Also have a timeslot blocked out for the DITA TC
                  meeting
                - Also have a Q&A session scheduled
                - Also have a TC member dinner scheduled
                
        - OASIS Interoperability Symposium



                - Nancy -- Erik Hennum will be presenting (but he's
                  not present to give details now)

        - DITA 2006 (Bright Path Solutions) Conference
                - No comments

- Resource: OASIS DITA Wiki
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

- Our previous work on items accepted for DITA 1.1 is here:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/AcceptedAndCandidate

- Resume review of "left off the list" and unnumbered proposals for
  1.1 scope:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/OffTheList#preview

    - Extensibility of DITA through new attributes (continue
      discussion from last meeting)
        - COPIED FROM 24 Jan 2006 meeting:
            - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200508/msg00065.html  
            - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200508/msg00069.html
              and following 
            - Don -- Is there a reason why this is not one of the
              existing requirements that we've already discussed?
              Isn't this already covered in the general
              extensibility of attributes that is covered by another
              proposal in progress? 
            - Michael -- There was some confusion, because Michael
              was calling it metadata attributes, and did not refer
              to all attributes in general.  This new proposal is in
              regard to all attributes in general. 
                - It really comes down to design principles.
                  Inheritance doesn't work with attributes, and to
                  make it work, we need to do a lot of rework.
                  That's possible for profiling attributes, but it's
                  outside of present scope to do it for *all*
                  attributes.  General extensibility (being able to
                  specialize *anything*) is going to be really hard
                  to address. 
                - We might be able to handle Paul Prescod's concerns
                  by defining two base class attributes, one for
                  profiling and one for anything, and only allowing
                  specialization off of those two. 
                - Without Paul Prescod, we can't really resolve
                  today.  So let's continue here next time. 

        - Discussion continued today (31 Jan 2006)
            - Michael Priestley (MP) restated and clarified his
              concerns.
            - Paul Prescod -- How will it be done for the profiling
              attribute?  In the toolkit, how do you expect to
              implement it?  In the XSLT?  As part of the filering
              process?
            - MP - The XSLT isn't written.



            - Don - Should it be an extension to the existing
              toolkit process?  Or something to be implemented in
              the toolkit later?
            - MP - It's not an override, it's a change to the spec,
              so the transforms would need to be modified.  You
              should be able to reference any attribute that is
              a specialization of a profiling attribute, and you
              should be able to do profiling off of it.  It should
              also work when the specialized attribute isn't present
              -- the processing would be rolled up to its ancestors
              and be processed accordingly.  (He gave an example,
              using "education level" as a specialization of the
              "audience" attribute".)
                - The net effect is that if you generalize
                  a document that had specialized attributes in it,
                  it won't break your processing, you will not lose
                  any behavior, it will follow the generalized
                  ancestor processing.
            - Don - Are you saying, let's go ahead and work this
              into the TC as a proposal?
            - MP - No, we're not there yet.  He just was clarifying
              the current proposal (#20).  We haven't yet gone to
              the point of whether we want to do something similar
              for a new base-class attribute, and general attribute
              extensibility.
            - Don - We need to parse this into two requests.
            - Paul Prescod (PP) - The proposal that MP has made,
              addresses the vast majority of cases that require
              extra attributes.  
                - Overall, he feels that the new proposed model goes
                  to great lengths to meet needs that are not very
                  widely needed -- in practice, he never sees the
                  need for general extensibility.  But if others see
                  different, then we can live with it.  

                - Clarification from Paul:  It isn't the need for
                  general extensibility that I disputed, it was the
                  need for generalizing and re-specializing the same
                  content. The design for DITA specialization is to
                  allow generalization and then re-specialization.
                  This means that the generalization process must be
                  lossless.

                - We can allow the model for generalizing, editing,
                  and respecializing.
                - He'd advise his customers against that, though,
                  because he doesn't thinkt he authoring tools can
                  maintain structural validity when you have people
                  editing the generalized form.
            - MP - It would be important mainly for reintegration of
              information in a wide integration context, when you're
              trying to pull together content from disperse
              organizations that are merging (for example).  
                - Thus, it's a feature in anticipation of



                  a requirement.
                    - But it is core to the promise that DITA is
                      making from a business-case perspective.
            - PP - OK, let's keep looking into it, and in the
              meantime let's consider MP's proposal as the best
              approach for now.  
                    - He'd suggest rolling the solution into issue
                      #20, or at least having two separate proposals
                      but they need to be closely coordinated.
            - MP - Agrees that it should be rolled into #20 -- it
              should be an amendment to #20.
            - PP - Will also contribute use cases to the new #20.

    - Styling Options for Conditional Text 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200508/msg00066.html
          and following
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200509/msg00025.html 

        - Discussion 31 Jan 2006:
            - Don - Can this proposal be extended to include print
              issues, not just online issues?
            - Paul Prescod (PP) - What is there in the proposal that
              is considered not print-oriented?
            - Don - Equivalent indication of revision, between print
              and online.  Online doesn't let you have change bars,
              for example, so online uses colors instead.  
                - But it seems clear that the main proposal is to
                  allow a broader range of methods for indicating
                  conditional text.
            - PP - (disagreeing with self?) - Is it in the scope of
              1.1 to standardize the ditaval file?  He had heard
              grumblings that it might become standardized (driven
              by other issues).  
                - MP - Yes, probably does need to be standardized as
                  part of the spec.
                - PP - Is issue #20 getting too overloaded to also
                  cover this?  Should we do a separate proposal to
                  cover it?
                - MP - Item #20 currently does have that as part of
                  the proposal.
                - Don - OK, let's move this to the item #20
                  discussion then.
                - Don - Formalizing ditaval, then, is part of item
                  #20.
                - PP - Does anyone feel that we need to include
                  these extra formatting options right off the bat?
                  (he listed several)   These help you to see when
                  two or more conditions are applied at the same
                  time.  
                - Alan Houser (AH) - Question on the formatting
                  attributes.  Seems like an implementation issue to
                  him.  Are we saying that all authoring tools
                  should consistent in the way they present the
                  different text properties?



                    - Don - The author will expect something to
                      occur, based on the values entered.  Thus we
                      are trying to drive agreement that
                      implementers should support.
                    - AH - Seems like an implementation detail that
                      should be left up to the authoring tool
                      vendors.
                    - PP - It is more relevant to the authoring tool
                      implementation/interface.  But we do need
                      a way to help the authoring tools get
                      consistent results.  It helps drive
                      consistency in the publishing process.  
                        - Doesn't have a strong feeling that it must
                          be part of the DITA spec, but does hope to
                          see that the tool vendors can agree on the
                          approach.
                    - Alex Povzner - Shouldn't it be handled in the
                      style sheets, if it's just a styling issue?
                    - Chris Wong - ditaval does determine the output
                      content, as well as a suggestion for
                      formatting options.  (So, it's not just
                      limited to formatting/appearance).
                    - Don - Is this related to proposal #39?
                        - Robert - Thinks that Erik Hennum wanted to
                          keep the formatting separate.
                    - Don - Should ditafile create any more handles
                      for processing?  Maybe we should look at style
                      control to be controlled through an external
                      style sheet?
                        - PP - The policy-based style is an
                          off-the-list item?  

                    - PP - Summary - We should standardize
                      ditaval...  (couldn't capture all comments)

                    - MP - Can roll this into issue #20.

                    - Don - All the items implied by this particular
                      discussion, then, are to be moved to issue
                      #20.  We just moved it into the scope of item
                      #20.  
                    

- Let's roll up the decisions on the off-the-list items -- *****
  ACTION Seraphim and Don to meet and summarize these for a vote.

- Next week -- resume with the "Off the List" list 
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/OffTheList
    - Resume here -- Recognizing DITA Documents 

<end>



MEETING MINUTES -- 07 February 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Seraphim Larsen <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 07 February 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee website:  
    - Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
    - Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
    - Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

- Roll call
    - We have quorum
    - ACTION for Don and Seraphim to review membership guidelines,
      and clean up the membership list to make sure we can get
      quorum 

- Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
    - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200601/msg00037.html (31 Jan 2006)
        - Don Day proposes to approve the minutes as read, Alan
          Houser seconds, no objections, approved by acclamation.

- News, events:
    - Translation liaison meeting report
        - JoAnn Hackos provided a summary -- 
            - There is considerable interest
                - to define best practices for authoring for
                  translation
                - to ensure that the various standards work together
                  effectively
            - Many people attended, from the localization service
              provider industry and people who participate on other
              standards committees
            - There was some discussion on inline elements, some of
              the potential issues around author control of the
              translate yes/no attribute
                - Most of this will be covered by "best practices"
            - There was optimism that they could produce a transform
              to go between XLIFF and DITA pretty quickly
        - Don -- If we can get the right players together, we can
          make this an Open Source project
        - JoAnn -- Thanks Robert Anderson and Chris Wong for their
          help with this!
            - Chris provided some details of the discussion

- Resource: OASIS DITA Wiki  http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage
    - Our previous work on items accepted for DITA 1.1 is here:
        - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/AcceptedAndCandidate

- Resume review of "left off the list" and unnumbered proposals for
  1.1 scope (http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/OffTheList#preview)

    - "Recognizing DITA Documents"



        - SUMMARY:  Paul Prescod moves that the 1.1 specification
          should say that tools should support both .dita and .xml,
          but it is recommended as a best practice that .dita be
          used.
            - Michael Priestley -- Seconds
            - No objections -- Approved by acclamation.

        - DISCUSSION:
            - Paul Prescod (PP) -- One issue -- You can't recognize
              DITA documents in general until after you've
              identified the document type.  So, they're system
              first identifies the document type, and then decides
              whether it's DITA or not.  The biggest gap is actually
              in the DITA toolkit -- you need to be consistent
              within maps with the file extensions that you use.
                - Don Day (DD) -- The use of .dita is really a best
                  practice rather than a convention (as opposed to
                  using .xml).  Is this an item that needs to be put
                  on the list for integration into the
                  specification?  (That the recommended best
                  practice of using file extensions to identify file
                  types, be rolled into the specification.) Because
                  it's not in the specification, tool vendors are
                  having trouble with it.
                - PP -- Tools should support both standards.  The
                  spec should recommend .dita, we should be pushing
                  people that way.  It is certainly a toolkit issue,
                  but should also be addressed by the spec.  The
                  user community should prefer .dita.
                - DD -- It's not apparent when you are looking at
                  a list of XML files, it's not clear from the .xml
                  extension which ones belong to DITA.
                - PP -- Tools should support both extensions, but
                  .dita is preferred for usability reasons.  
                - MP -- We all agree that both .dita and .xml should
                  be supported in the tools.
                - Paul Prescod proposes that the 1.1 specification
                  should say that tools should support both .dita
                  and .xml, but it is recommended as a best practice
                  that .dita be used.
                    - Michael Priestley -- Seconds
                    - No objections -- Approved by acclamation.

    - Start of documenting DITA design principles (Paul Prescod) 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200510/msg00005.html

        - SUMMARY:  It is decided to move the discussion to the Wiki
          -- this is not an issue for 1.1.

        - DISCUSSION:
            - MP proposes that PP and MP should collaborate on a new
              list (or updated list), and bring that back to the TC
              as a proposal.
                - MP -- It doesn't affect DITA or any current



                  implementations.
                - Don -- The Wiki is the best place for this kind of
                  documentation to start and to proceed.  It's
                  a good place to collaborate.  
                - Recommend moving the discussion to the Wiki --
                  this is not an issue for 1.1.

    - Module Registry proposal (Bruce Esrig) 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200510/msg00097.html 

        - SUMMARY: Don Day moves to close this item as a 1.1
          specification item, and initiate an action item to put
          this on a future agenda.
            - Bruce Esrig seconds
            - No objections, approved by acclamation.

        - DISCUSSION:
            - Bruce -- The question is whether this is a DITA spec
              issue at all.  Should something be done to make sure
              the DITA namespace doesn't get cluttered with new
              specializations, especially since people will be
              addressing similar problems in different way?  That's
              the idea behind the module registry.
                - MP -- Having something more formal (a URL where
                  you are guaranteed to find a particular module)
                  allows you to build a DITA DTD to match
                  specialized content that you may come across, just
                  by refering to the Module Registry.  This could
                  even be automated.
                - Don -- Could this be an Open Source or commercial
                  tool that can handle this?
                - MP -- Yes, a tool could do that, but the
                  repository itself would need to be on OASIS.  
                - Don -- With all the issues already on our plate
                  for 1.1, and limited resources for completing the
                  1.1, should we postpone this till after 1.1 is
                    completed?
                    - MP -- There might be work for the TC to do,
                      but most of the work would fall on OASIS.
                        - The proposal is that we ask the OASIS
                          administration to set this up for us.
                        - PP -- It will still take a lot of our time
                          to tell them what the requirements are and
                          how it should be set up.  
                        - JoAnn -- Shouldn't we put this on Bruce's
                          area on dita.xml.org?
                        - Don -- That would meet about 80% of the
                          value.  Is it worth the additional 20% to
                          get the OASIS people to make this happen?
                        - Erik Hennum -- Would this work like the
                          Perl CPAN model?  
                        - MP -- That depends on where you keep the
                          .mod files
                        - Erik -- You'd prefer to pull plugins from



                          multiple sites.
                        - MP -- For base DITA, you've got the design
                          modules at OASIS, and the open-source
                          processing for it is all at sourceforge.
                          We'd want to continue that distinction for
                          specialization -- sourceforge for
                          processing, but the modules themselves at
                          OASIS?
                        - Don -- This could take a lot more
                          discussion -- to close on it for now,
                          we're trying to figure out what is in the
                          1.1 specification space for now.   Since
                            this isn't in the 1.1 specification
                            space, can we discuss it somewhere else?
                            Let's make this a future TC agenda item.
                        - Don Day moves to close this item as a 1.1
                          specification item, and initiate an action
                          item to put this on a future agenda.
                            - Bruce Esrig seconds
                            - No objections, approved by
                              acclamation.
                    
    - Clarification of Chunk attribute (Erik Hennum) 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200511/msg00070.html 
        - PROPOSAL -- Don Day moves to include this item within the
          1.1 scope.
            - Paul Grosso seconds
            - No objections, approved by acclamation

    - Criteria for making distinction between general and
      industry-specific DTDs/schemas (future agenda discussion) 
        - Don -- Is this in the scope of 1.1, or is this an
          implementation issue?  It doesn't seem like
          a specification-level issue.  
        - No objections, so we'll drop this as a 1.1 issue and keep
          it for a future agenda.

    - Graphic (image) scaling improvements (Paul Grosso) 
        - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200601/msg00025.html
          (and following responses) 

        - SUMMARY:  Don proposes to accept Paul's recommendation as
          a 1.1 design issue.
                - Bruce Esrig seconds.
                - No objections, approved by acclamation

        - DISCUSSION:
            - Paul Grosso summarized the proposal.  We need to be
              able to scale images.  He has two specific
              recommendations, which are both backwards-compatible.
                - Recommendation #1:  Add the "scale" attribute to
                  the "image" element, and change the declared type
                  of the scale attribute to NMTOKEN.  Define the
                  allowable value space of the scale attribute to be



                  any unsigned integer.
                - Recommendation #2:  Augment the DITA spec to say
                  that the value space of the height and width
                  attributes on the image element is a length which
                  is a real number with an optional unit.  The
                  allowable units are pc, pt, px, in, cm, mm, em (an
                  omitted unit implies px).  This requires no change
                  to the DTDs/Schemas.

                - Don -- Is this 1.1 scope?
                    - The proposal is to introduce scale as an image
                      attribute, and to broaden the range of values
                      you can use for height, width, and scale.
                    - Table uses "scale" for font scaling.  Graphics
                      would need to use "scale" for image size
                      scaling.
                    - Several people chimed in, that yes, this is an
                      issue for their users.
                        - Bruce Esrig, for example, sees a need for
                          this issue to be addressed.
                - Don proposes to accept Paul's recommendation as
                  a 1.1 design issue.
                    - Bruce Esrig seconds.
                    - No objections, approved by acclamation

    - Michael Priestly raised a new point whether we should add
      a namespace for DITA to the 1.1 spec -- 
        - ACTION for Michael to start discussion on the list.
        - ACTION for Don to include this on a future agenda.

<end>



MEETING MINUTES -- 14 February 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Seraphim Larsen <seraphim.l.larsen@intel.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 14 February 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee website:  
    - Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
    - Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
    - Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

- Roll call -> We have quorum

- Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
    - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00008.html (7 Feb 2006)
    - Don moves to accept the minutes as read (and corrected as
      indicated here --
      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00032.html),
      JoAnn seconds, no objections, minutes approved.

- Select a replacement Secretary (admin role) for the TC
    - Gershon Joseph volunteered.
    - DECISION:  Don proposes that Gershon take over the secretary
      role, Seraphim seconds, no objections, Gershon is now the new
      secretary, at least for the interim.

- Membership list "cleanup"--what OASIS actually says:
    - "The rule was modified this past summer to make it much easier
      to track than the old miss-2-out-of-3. It's now 2-in, 2-out.
      That is, if you attend 2 meetings in a row, you automatically
      are granted voting rights for the 3rd meeting. If you miss
      2 meetings in a row, you lose voting rights."

    - Don explained that the attendance tool on the website
      automatically applies these rules, updates people's status
      accordingly, and notifies people whose status is changing.

- Establish the DITA and Translation Subcommittee (vote):
    - Goals: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00031.html
    - Don - Proposal is the make this a formal DITA/OASIS
      subcommittee.  
    - JoAnn -- Set out four goals, as indicated in the message
      above, and summarized as follows:
        - (1) Sets up the liasison
        - (2) Publish guidelines to promote best practices
        - (3) Add methods to the specs to help vendors/users comply
          with standards
        - (4) Add DITA to XLIFF to DITA tool to the DITA TK



    - PROPOSAL -- JoAnn moves to establish a Translation
      Subcommittee to the DITA technical committee, with the purpose
      of attaining these goals.  Michael Priestley seconds.  No
      objections, approved by acclamation.

    - JoAnn -- If anyone wants to be included in the subcommittee,
      just send an email to JoAnn <joann.hackos@comtech-serv.com> or
      Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>.

- Agree on process for prioritizing new, composite proposals for
  DITA 1.1
    - SUMMARY:  
        - Don and Seraphim made a proposal for trying to shorten the
          list of 1.1 items, since things are falling behind.
            - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Consolidated_List_for_Prioritization
        - Michael Priestley made a counter-proposal, to complete the
          total list, and move forward with the work.  
        - Michael's proposal carried.  
        - After the list of items is completed and posted, Paul
          Prescod may make a future proposal, to cut down 1.1 to the
          key items, and push everything else off to 1.2.

    - DECISION -- Michael Priestley proposes that we (1) complete
      the blanket vote on the offlist items, and (2) push ahead on
      the work, and (3) revisit after a time, and vote whether to
      drop any items from 1.1 that are falling behind (dropped items
      to be deferred to 1.2).
        - Robert Anderson seconds, no objections, approved by
          acclamation.
        - Paul Prescod may make a subsequent proposal in the future,
          after the total list of items is completed, to the effect
          that we focus on a few key items for 1.1, and push
          everything else off to 1.2.  For now, this is not a formal
          proposal, but just a comment from Paul.

    - DISCUSSION:
        - There are now about 60-70 items on the list for 1.1
        - The purpose here is to reprioritize, since the scope of
          proposals is very broad and progress has been slow.
        - Michael Priestley (MP) -- Would rather just push ahead and
          work on things, get things done, don't waste time on the
          process.
        - Paul Prescod (PP) -- Mostly agrees with Michael. To go
          through another prioritization process:  If we're just
          trimming here and there, it just takes too long.  If we're
          cutting the scope in half or by two-thirds, then maybe
          it's worth it.  If we're doing a big cut like that, do we
          have consensus on what should be cut?
        - Don -- That just seems like a delta on the proposal that's
          on the table.
        - PP -- Yes -- if you are going to prioritize, then you need
          to align the proposals to your goals.  What are the goals



          for this release?
        - Don -- Yes, that's another way we can do the cut.  
        - Indi Liepa -- Supports what Paul said, seems to make
          sense.  Better to make progress on key items.
        - MP -- Would really just like to start working.  But we
          haven't focused in on the right number of work items.
          Cutting some items out, isn't going to change much, since
          the work is distributed.  Concerned that we're spending
          too much time on process.  If we're going to open up, then
          let's make a radical cut.  But probably better just to
          push forward, and then cut things that have fallen behind.
          Premature (and requires too much process) to prioritize
          things now.
        - PP -- Let's be aggressive about completing the items that
          were going to be in 1.1, drop the rest?
        - MP -- After we have a complete list to look at, if PP can
          identify the things we can do for an early release, then
          we can take that approach:  finish those high-priority
          things for a timely 1.1 release, push everything else off
          to 1.2.

- (Previous work on items accepted for DITA 1.1:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/AcceptedAndCandidate)
    - Not covered

- ("left off the list" and unnumbered proposals for 1.1 scope:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/OffTheList#preview)
    - Not covered

- Announcements/Opens
    - Not covered

<end>
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MEETING MINUTES -- 21 February 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 21 February 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee Web site:  
    - Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
    - Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
    - Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

- Roll call -> We have quorum

- Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
    - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00037.html (14 Feb 2006)
    - Don moves to accept the minutes as read, Alan Houser seconds, no objections,
        minutes approved.

- Review and vote on the "off the list" decisions:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Accepted_%22Off_the_List%22_items
    - #15 Allow role names to be namespaced: Started discussion during Dec 13 
        TC meeting, but ran out of time. Discussion continued from where we 
 left off. Don logged the details of the discussion on the Wiki 
 discussion document.
        DECISION -- Not in scope for DITA 1.1.
    - Don proposes adding a new tracking item for future Translation SC 
        input to 1.1 scope. No objections, Don adds it to the end of the "off
 the list" list.

- Review updated consensus for Higher Priority Items:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/%22DITA_1%2e0%2e5%22_higher-priority_items
    - Don - how do we want to use this list?
        Paul P - treat this list as priority over other 1.1 items.
        Don proposes getting these 1.0.5 items out as a release candidate and then 
        continue working on the other 1.1 items as part of the full official 1.1 
        release.

    - Michael P moves to accept the disposition in the table, Paul Prescod seconds,
        no objections, accepted by acclamation.

    - Don - 4 months minimum to get 1.1 out as a release candidate. 
        Looking at our roadmap schedule, we should use this list as 1.1 target 
 for release in summer 06 timeframe.
    - Discussions...
    - Proposal to include #12 [Make universal attributes completely universal] 
        in 1.1 too, since the design has been approved. Don proposes to defer 
 adding translation to the list until next week, but not to defer it 
 to 1.2 at this time.
    - ACTION ITEM: Gershon & Don to inform SC via email on urgency of completing this 
        part ASAP, preferably sooner than the 1 month previously proposed.
    - Further discussions in an attempt to reduce the number of items on the 
        high priority list...
    - DECISION: remove #44 off every list, thereby maintaining its deprecated 
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        status until 1.3, where we'll vote on removing it
    - Paul proposes to remove #35 from the list. Proposals follow to also 
        remove #19 and #14. 
    - Michael P proposes to name the release that includes only the high priority
        list 1.1 and all other items that were slated for 1.1 will be 
 implemented in 1.2.
    - Paul moves to narrow the scope of DITA 1.1 to the revised short-list and 
        move the rest to 1.2, Paul G seconds, no objections, motion approved by acclamation.
 DITA 1.1 will contain the following items:

 - #20 Extensible metadata attributes

 - #38 Bookmap / bkinfo revision 

 - #45 Add See, See Also indexing elements 

 - #45a Add sort order indexing elements (Joanne Hackos, others?) 

 - #45b Add page range indexing elements (Joanne Hackos, others?) 

 - Making universal attributes truly universal 

 - #9 data element (already mostly hashed out) 

 - shortdesc extensions, for narrative segues in books (Erik Hennum) 

 - #35 Support foreign content vocabularies such as MathML and SVG 
     (Paul P, mostly for MathML)
 
 - graphic sizing (Paul Grosso)

--> Meeting adjourned.

- Review re-sorted items accepted for DITA 1.1:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/AcceptedAndCandidate

- Announcements/Opens



MEETING MINUTES -- 28 February 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 28 February 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee Web site:  
    - Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
    - Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
    - Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Resources for this meeting:
- Items accepted for DITA 1.1:
  http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/AcceptedAndCandidate
- Roadmap for the TC's results from the last meeting
  http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Roadmap_for_DITA_development

- Roll call -> We have quorum

- Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
    - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00073.html  (21 Feb 2006)
    - Don moves to accept the minutes as read, JoAnn seconds, no objections,
        approved and accepted by acclamation.

[Focus for today: Review status of accepted 1.1 items, 1.1 schedule]

- Review status of accepted 1.1 items:

    - Updates for Design Complete items 12 and 9? (see Eric Hennum's note
        http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200602/msg00083.html)
        - Eric -- Flaw in design - many 'about' attributes are confusing. 
     Also, the unfamiliar attributes will be confusing to writers. 
     Solution: split data element in 2
     -- data-subject element (contains the 'about' attributes)
            -- data element (without the 'about' attributes)
     Two additional small changes are proposed:
     -- add scope attribute to compliment the href attribute
     -- rename typeid to datatype.
 - Discussion -- what's the implication of Eric's proposal?
 - Eric -- no impact on bookmap elements (since they're specialized, 
     they can choose whether to specialize from data or data-subject).
 - Eric -- Does anyone see problems moving data attributes out into a 
     separate element?
 - Scope of change 
     - data elements will be allowed in the same context 
         as [current data element proposal].
     - Required to document 2 elements instead of 1; same number of 
         attributes but split up between 2 elements.
 - Michael P moves to accept the change, Robert A seconds, no objections,
     changes accepted by acclamation.
 - DECISION -- Feature #9 to be changed according to Eric's proposal.

    - Accept input from Translation SC?



        - Gershon and JoAnn update group on SC progress on recommended spec changes.
 - translate attribute remains as-is, universally available.
 - xml:lang attribute remains as-is, universally available.
 - possible inclusion of ruby and dir attributes (proposal currently under
     development)
 - Gershon suggests pushing decision on additional spec changes to next meeting,
     Robert seconds, no objections.
 - DECISION -- vote on accepting spec changes relating to translation pushed
     off to 7 March meeting, pending progress on SC proposal.

    - Indexing items 45, 45a and 45b
        - Chris -- Completeness of 45a and 45b: on the DTD side it's probably small. 
        - Don -- Asks Eric & Chris to update their proposals to include DTD/schema 
     changes, use cases, specific examples and expected processing 
     expectations.
 - March 14 target date for design complete with fully written and 
     approved proposals.

- Review DITA 1.1 items on roadmap and set dates for final proposal:

    - #38 Bookmap / bkinfo revision -- proposal by 14th March

    - shortdesc extensions
        - owner - Eric Hennum
 - discuss on March 7 and get to design complete

    - #45, #45a, #45b indexing elements - proposal by 14th March

    - graphics scaling improvements
        - owner - Paul G
 - Don read proposal.
 - Implication for tools is to read value and act accordingly, instead 
     of today's treating width and height as pixels. Out of time, so ask 
     Paul to clarify via email vagueness in #3:
     "The specific details of a suggested solution depend on the
             exact user requirements which I'm still researching (and
             would appreciate input from other users)."
 -- ACTION ITEM -- Gershon to ask Paul to clarify the proposal.
        - Discuss and close design on March 7

    - #20 Extensible metadata attributes - Design Complete

    - ??? 14 March or week after

    - #9 data element - Design Complete

    - #35 Support foreign content vocabularies such as MathML and SVG 
        - status check on March 7 
 -- ACTION ITEM -- Paul P to organize discussions on the TC list

    - Translation SC recommendations
        - March 7 - status check on SC work

-> Out of time; meeting adjourned.



    - Move any finished in-scope WIP items to Design Complete approval
        - index (see wiki)
        - image
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200601/msg00025.html

- Schedule completion dates for remaining items  i.e., unknown element, impacts to bookmap



MEETING MINUTES -- 6 March 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 6 March 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee Web site:  
- Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
- Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
- Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Resources for this meeting:
- DITA Wiki home page:
    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Roll call --> We have quorum

Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
- http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00000.html (28 Feb 2006)
- Don moves to accept the minutes as read, Sharon seconds, no objections,
    approved and accepted by acclamation.

Business:

- Review "Graphic scaling improvements" proposal (Paul Grosso); Design Complete?
    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Graphic_scaling_improvements
    - Paul -- What does height and width currently mean? Are they passed 
        through as-is in DITA-OT?
    - Robert -- Yes
    - Paul -- DITA language reference defines these attributes as "maximum 
        height/width" -- what does that mean? Suggest deleting 'maximum' from 
 documentation. Then, height and width give the desired height and 
 width of the image, which is what we expect in HTML output. This 
 documentation change provides for point #2 in my proposal. Height and 
 width are NMTOKEN, so we should clarify in the spec that these allow 
 for setting values with units. No DTD changes are required, only 
 documentation updates and DITA-OT changes to support units specified
 on these 2 attributes.
        In XSL-FO, external-graphic has height and width properties that refer 
 to viewport, whereas what we're talking about is content-height and 
 content-width in XSL-FO. Bruce felt we should change our attribute 
 names to match the XSL-FO spec, but Paul sees no need to change.
        The second part of the proposal is to add the scale attribute to 
 <image>, and allow it to be NMTOKEN so we are free to specify the 
 scaling semantics. Semantics of this are what's already defined in 
 DocBook and other DTD specs. Paul is willing to contribute to 
 spec language. Basically, scale the specified width and height by the 
 scale attribute value.
    - Don -- Paul should advise Michael of any suggested documentation 
        improvements.
    - Paul moves to accept the proposal as explained, Rob Frankland seconds, 
        no objections, proposal accepted by acclamation.
    --DECISION-- Graphic scaling improvements will be part of DITA 1.1.



    --ACTION ITEM-- Paul G to send documentation updates to Michael

- Discuss "shortdesc extension" proposals--potential dependency for bookmap (Michael); Design Complete?
    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/shortdesc_extension
    [this is #42 of the accepted items list, with item 41 merged in]
    - Michael -- Current <shortdesc> is too short to act as the first paragraph 
        of content. Proposal is to loosen up while still maintaining current 
 behavior. Increase content model of <shortdesc> to section or 
 paragraph level, and allow special sub-shortdesc element inside 
 shortdesc that is used for the preview; if no subshortdesc element, 
 the whole shortdesc is used.
        This is an authoring-time choice.
    - JoAnn -- What type of elements will be allowed in shortdesc?
    - Michael - - tables, lists, etc.
    - Paul P -- What would we do if shortdesc has no subshortdesc and contains 
        tables and other complex stuff?
    - Michael -- We'll have to be clever with the processing and take the 
        first para or some other algorithm.
        Alternative solution is to keep current shortdesc model and add 
 new <abstract> that can include shortdesc, which will be used for 
        preview and removes all the processing requirements of the fist 
 proposal. Both <shortdesc> and <abstract> would be optional.
    - Gershon -- How about allowing <abstract> or <shortdesc> (one or the 
        other) and have abstract contain <shortdesc>?
    - DISCUSSIONS...
    - Michael -- <abstract> as alternative to <shortdesc> available in <topic> 
        and derivatives; act as para content model with <shortdesc> as an 
 extra child in addition to paragraph's content options. <shortdesc> in 
 <abstract> would be phrase level. If more than one <shortdesc> in 
 <abstract>, only the first one would be used.
    - Paul P -- Why not concatenate all the <shortdescs> together? This is 
        more what the users would expect.
    - Michael accepts.
    - Don moves to accept the <shortdesc> proposal, Robert seconds, no 
        objections, proposal accepted by acclamation.
    --DECISION-- <shortdesc> extensions will be included in DITA 1.1.

- Status check on "unknown" element design--foreign content vocabularies such as SVG, MathML (Paul Prescod)
    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/unknown
    - Paul P -- Some progress made last week.
    - Don -- Put on next week's agenda.

- Status check on Translation Subcommittee proposals
    - Don -- No solid proposal yet. Should have by next week, since 
        recommendations are being voted on next week.

- Discuss Glossary submission for book theme
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00009.html
    - Don -- Received from Eric Hennum.

- Prescod questions on the list:
    [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00081.html  and ]
    [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00080.html /@name]
    [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00075.html Navtitle and locktitle]



    --ACTION ITEM-- Paul to motivate and discuss on the email list.

Meeting adjourned.



Agenda:
8:00-8:05 Roll call

Roll call --> We have quorum

8:05-8:10 Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
- http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00015.html (8 March 2006)
    Don moves to accept the minutes as read, Michael seconds, no objections, approved and accepted by acclamation.

Business:

- Review Translation Subcommittee proposals
- http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00027.html

Johann goes through email that she sent that define the proposal:[dita] [dita-translation] TC/DITA/Translation 
Subcommittee Proposals.
Major points are: 
* DIR Attribute - Manages right to left. 
* Ruby Attribute/element - The ruby attribute/element is used in some languages to provide an annotation indicating 
how certain characters should be pronounced.
* Xml:lang Attribute.- That the DITA 1.1 specification maintain the xml:lang attributed as currently specified in DITA 
1.0. That specification stated that xml:lang values are validated by RFC3066 or its successors.

Don proposes that proposal for DIR attribute be accepted. Proposal: That the DITA 1.1 specification include the DIR 
attribute as a universal attribute with the values of LTR, RTL, LRO, and RLO. No default value is to be specified for the 
DITA DTD.
Rob Franklin seconds, no objection, accepted by acclamation.

Johann suggests that we postpone consideration until there is more details about implementation. There is no specific 
request to enable Ruby and might be premature to include because no recommendation is ready now. Draft of 
recommendation should be available in about a month. Don proposes that we ask the TC to postpone until 1.2, Johann 
seconds. No objection, accepted. 

Johann suggest that we make no change in the current implementation of xml:lang. Lots discussion was generated 
because organization can add invalid values to this attribute. Discussions were on whether or not we should include a 
formal list of values. There are potential problem especially since value may change frequently. Caution is that we need 
a best practice. Someone is starting to write a draft to propose that each enterprise list their own values and offer them to 
their authors. Don proposes that we need to change language article that sites values for xml:lang or eliminate it.
' Action for Johann to update the description of xml:lang in documentation.

Don proposes that we accept xml:lang recommendation as stated in email. Johann seconds. No objection, accepted.
Action to Don Day ' Make appropriate update to documentation in Open Toolkit. 

- Review Indexing proposals (Chris Wong)

  - See/See Also: 
  - http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17108/IssueNumber45.html

Don: Is this backward compatible
Chris: yes. Idea is to build on existing indexterms. It does not limit the indexterm. No migration of old sources is 
required. 
Don: Typical use cases for book oriented output, although could also be online.
Bruce Esrig proposes that we accept this as defined. Chris Kravogel seconds. No objection, accepted. 



  - Sort Order:
  - http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17109/IssueNumber45a.html

Don: would also be added to the see and see also elements, which is not represented in the example, which presents only 
the simpler case. 
Chris: Yes. 
Eliot: don't like the name sort order, would prefer sort-as, which might also be the name for docbook.
Sharon: are we trying to make it different from docbook that writes 'sortas' in one word, without the hyphen.
Bruce: should names from docbook be normative for DITA?
Nancy says if people are used to it it would be more recognizable to use the same terminology.

Elliot proposes that we accept the proposal with the minor change of using 'index-sort-as' as a name instead of 'index-
sort-order'. Sharon seconds. No objection, accepted.

  - Page Range Indexing:
  - http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17110/IssueNumber45b.html

France: does XSL-FO support that
Don: one way to look at this we are creating opportunity for vendors to start and support more functionalities.
Paul P. Says did we agree as a committee to put page ranges into 1.1? 
Don: it was implicit when we said we would include indexing proposal.
Johann: addition to the bookmap proposal.
Paul: Mildly against if topics are as they should be a problem to have this at the topic level, where it brings 
inconsistency.
Johann: thought it was supposed to be at the map level.
Unknown: Start range does make sense but is an end-range relevant?

Don: Cross road. Not close to resolution, we should continue discussion on the list. And let's try to come to resolution 
and have a quick vote next week. And let's move following issues to next week. 

-------- End of meeting-------
----- The rest is postponed to next week ------

- Review #35 "unknown" element design--foreign content vocabularies such as SVG, MathML (ErikH, EricS);
- http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/unknown

- Review #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
- http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/13793/IssueNumber20.html

Time permitting:

- Discuss [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00009.html Glossary submission] for book theme

- Prescod questions on the list:
- [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00081.html  and ]
- [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00080.html /@name]
- [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00075.html Navtitle and locktitle]

Next week:



- Bookmap

Resources for this meeting:
 * DITA Wiki home page:
  * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

8:55 Adjourn 



MEETING MINUTES -- 21 March 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 21 March 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee Web site:  
- Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
- Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
- Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Resources for this meeting:
- DITA Wiki home page:
    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Roll call --> We have quorum

Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
- http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00051.html (14 March 2006)
- Fix mis-spelling of Chris Kravogel's name
- Don moves to accept the minutes as read with above change, Sharon seconds, 
    no objections, approved and accepted by acclamation.

Business:

- Resume review of Indexing proposals (Chris Wong)
    (updates: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00055.html)
    - See/See Also (review updates): 
      http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17291/IssueNumber45.html
    - Sort Order (review updates):
      http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17290/IssueNumber45a.html
    - Page Range Indexing (needs vote):
      http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17289/IssueNumber45b.html
        - Chris -- start page range should generate index entry, but end page 
     range should not.
 - Michael -- when outputting to formats for which page numbers are not 
     relevant (e.g. HTML), ignore the page range elements.
 --ACTION ITEM-- Chris to add implementation section to the end of the 
     proposal that recommends behavior for various output formats.
 DISCUSSION -- Need to make it clear that <indexterm>xxx<index-range-start/>
     </indexterm> identifies a link in HTML output, whereas <indexterm>xxx
     <index-range-end/></indexterm> is ignored (no link is generated 
     for online output)
            - Don -- What if <index-range-end> occurs before <index-range-start>?
            - Chris -- Spec does not cater for that.
 DISCUSSION...
 - Michael moves to accept proposal with above comments, Rob Frankland 
     seconds, no objections, approved by acclamation.

- Review #35 "unknown" element design--foreign content vocabularies such as 
    SVG, MathML (ErikH, EricS);
    http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/15123/IssueNumber35.html
    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/unknown (back level)



    - Erik sent out addendum via email, proposal not updated yet.
    - Erik presented the proposal (including addendum)
    - Don -- How does <unknown> fit in with <object>?
    - Erik -- We need both. They are complimentary.
    DISCUSSION... Various issues raised, which Erik will address this week. If
       anyone has more comments on the proposal, please email to list.

--Meeting adjourned--

- Review #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17318/IssueNumber20.html
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17131/issue20.zip 

Time permitting:

 * Discuss [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00009.html Glossary submission] for book theme
  * addendum: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00058.html

 * Prescod questions on the list:
  * [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00081.html  and ]
  * [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00080.html /@name]
  * [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200602/msg00075.html Navtitle and locktitle]

Next week:
 * Bookmap



MEETING MINUTES -- 28 March 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 28 March 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee Web site:  
- Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
- Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
- Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Resources for this meeting:
- DITA Wiki home page:
    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Roll call --> We have quorum

Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
- http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00063.html (21 March 2006)
- Don moves to accept the minutes as read, Paul Prescod seconds, 
    no objections, approved and accepted by acclamation.

Business:

- Discussion on critical path to get to official draft status in June/July.

- Housecleaning: awareness of upcoming summer time changes; update Member intentions

- List: review TC statement on topicref/@query and backwards-compatibility
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00064.html
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00071.html
    - Paul P -- deprecate it and remove any descriptions about what it does. 
        Documentation should just say it's deprecated and may be reserved for 
        future use.
    --ACTION-- Michael P to update the spec for 1.1.

- name attribute of object element is not used for DITA. It came from HTML spec 
    and Paul P suggests it should be removed. 
    - DISCUSSION -- name is used to pass through the name to HTML output. 
    - Don -- leave as documented since it could be used as described. 
    - Paul P -- spec reads "submit as part of form", which is not relevant to 
        DITA
        -- Update description to say it's the name to be used for the object.
        -- Also, it should not be required.
        -- Toolkit could copy id attribute value to name attribute of object 
            element in HTML output.
    --ACTION-- Robert to investigate further and post recommendation to list.

- Review #35 "unknown" element design--foreign content vocabularies such 
    as SVG, MathML (ErikH, EricS);
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/15123/IssueNumber35.html
  * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/unknown (back level)
    - DISCUSSIONS...



    - Paul P proposes changing name to <foreign>.
    - Paul P moves to approve proposal with name change from <unknown> to 
        <foreign>. 
    - Robert -- Proposal should also include specific points in DTD that 
        <foreign> is allowed (this info is there as part of the discussion).
    - Rob Frankland seconds Paul's motion, no objections, approved by acclamation.

- Review #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17318/IssueNumber20.html
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17131/issue20.zip 
    - Don --  Michael P not on call, move item to next week.

- Review for ["Bookmap revision"] proposal (Don Day); Design Complete?
    - Don -- Items to be done in order to get to design approved state:
            * Update the XNAL reference per notes with Chris Kravogel 
            * DTD samples need to be reviewed against the Dec 6 updated proposal 
        -- Items to be done after design approval status is achieved:
            * element documentation 
            * how-to general documentation including migration discussion 
    - DISCUSSIONS...
    --ACTION-- Don to update DTD and put results of bookmap-specific elements 
        on wiki page for others to contribute.
    - Paul P -- So much information in so many different places, so let's be 
        clear what TC members need to read and understand in one place

Time permitting:

 * Discuss [http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00009.html 
    Glossary submission] for book theme
  * addendum: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00058.html
    - Don -- concerned we're trying to insert book theme into bookmap after 
        it's been designed.
    - Eric -- users will fudge it if we don't do it.
    - JoAnn -- glossary is at same level of importance as index.
    - Don -- does glossary need architectural relationship with booklist?
    - Eric -- Yes. Prefer authors don't author in free form...
    - DISCUSSION...
    - Paul P -- Proposes we discuss further on email list to refine the 
        proposal to scope that's within 1.1 do-ability.
    --ACTION-- Eric to send email with link to correct email message for TC 
        members to study the proposal.

--meeting adjourned--



MEETING MINUTES -- 4 April 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 4 April 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee Web site:  
- Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
- Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
- Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Resources for this meeting:
- DITA Wiki home page:
    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Roll call --> We have quorum

Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
- http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200603/msg00076.html (28 March 2006)
- Don moves to accept the minutes as read, JoAnn seconds, no objections, 
    approved and accepted by acclamation.

Business:

    - Foreign element:
        - Michael has issue with naming it "foreign", since foreign is only one use-case, whereas 
            "unknown" is open to all use cases. foreign is a subset of unknown, pity to lock ourselves
            out of other use cases we know about
        - Paul P -- The use case in the proposal was an element for use with 
            foreign vocabularies. I prefer a different base class for an 
            element that contains DITA content. 
        - The default behavior for <requiredcleanup> is to suppress, while the 
            default behavior for <foreign> is to try to display the content 
            and only if the processor cannot render the content, give up and 
            raise an error.
        - Eric H -- Leave foreign as-is and allow other use cases to be specialized off foreign...
        - DISCUSSIONS...
        --ACTION-- Michael and Paul P to discuss on email list and Eric S to 
            document proposed inheritance hierarchy. Discuss further next week.

    New Business:

    - User Assistance invitation to participate
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00000.html

    Regular Business:

    - Translation Subcommittee proposals for xml:lang and dir attributes
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00002.html
        - Gershon -- Summarized the xml:lang proposal.
        - DISCUSSION on expected behavior of xml:lang for conref: read xml:lang 
            from document referred to by the conref. E.g., if pulling in a 
            paragraph from a French topic into an English topic, the processor 



            reads the xml:lang from the French document being brought in.
        - Don -- conref is separate from xml:lang.
        - DISCUSSION - xml:lang proposal requires updating of the conref spec.
        - Don -- move conref discussion to list.
        - Paul P -- Remove references to Unicode since it's not relevant to 
            this document.
        - Don moves to accept the xml:lang proposal with Paul's requested 
            change, Robert Anderson seconds, no objections. approved by 
            acclamation.

-- out of time; meeting adjourned  --

    - Review #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
        http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17318/IssueNumber20.html
        http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17131/issue20.zip

    - Review #14a Simple Glossary Proposal (Erik Hennum)
        http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17513/Issue14a.html

    - Review for ["Bookmap revision"] proposal (Don Day); Design Complete?
        - updated proposal:
        - HTML Help view of proposed DTD:
            http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17522/new-bookmap-book.chm



MEETING MINUTES -- 11 April 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 11 April 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee Web site:  
- Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
- Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
- Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Resources for this meeting:
- DITA Wiki home page:
    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Roll call --> We have quorum

Chair's concern--expediting our schedule
 * Streamlined procedures (minutes approval, exits from long discussion, 
    earlier agendas)
    - No objections to referring to previous minutes and not reading them
        during the meeting.
 * Suggest extra meetings for universal attributes, bookmap, debates

Approve minutes from previous meeting:
 * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00019.html
    - Don moves to accept the minutes as recorded, Michael seconds, no 
        objections, accepted by acclamation.

New Business:
 * User Assistance invitation to participate (skipped last week)
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archiva 醾矔 矕꾘R0604/msg00000.html
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00062.html
    - Don -- deal with on mail list until later date.

Regular Business:
 * Finalize discussion of foreign/unknown element, (Priestley/Prescod exchange)
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00060.html
    - DISCUSSION...same proposal becomes Unknown and Foreign proposal, i.e. two
        new base elements.
    - Michael proposes amendment to existing foreign element proposal to
        include two base elements -- foreign and unknown. Foreign element has 
        documented fall-through behavior, and its content model remains as
        documented in the current proposal. Unknown element has a content 
        model of any, and the default processing behavior is to ignore it. 
        If foreign contains more than one alternative content element, they
        will all be processed. In the case of <desc> they will be concatenated 
        in a similar way to <section> but no title (similar to <div> in HTML).
        Both foreign and unknown elements inherit the same attributes as in 
        the current proposal.
    - Michael moves to accept the proposal with the above ammendment, Gershon 
        seconds, no objections, accepted by acclamation.

 * Translation Subcommittee updated description for xml:lang (follow up)
  * Intro to issues: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00040.html
  * Revised proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00058.html



  * Discussion: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00061.html
  * Revised proposal (includes fix in conref example pointed out by Paul G):
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00067.html
    - Don moves to accept the Translation SC's final xml:lang proposal and consider Paul's 
        comments as part of the draft review; Robert seconds, no objections.
 
 * Translation Subcommittee proposal for dir attribute (unmodified from last week)
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00002.html (see attachment)
    - Don moves to accept the Translation SC's dir proposal as provided, 
        Robert seconds, no objections, accepted by acclamation.

 * Review #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17329/IssueNumber20.html
    - Not enough time this week to discuss; will be top of agenda next week.

 * Review #14a Simple Glossary Proposal (Erik Hennum)
  * [http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17513/Issue14a.html
    - DISCUSSION... objections to the proposal, which are resolved.
    - Don moves to include simple glossary in 1.1 scope, Paul P seconds.
    - Don moves to accept Erik's proposal as design complete, Michael seconds, 
        no objections, accepted by acclamation.

--out of time; meeting adjourned--

 * Review for ["Bookmap revision"] proposal (Don Day); Design Complete?
  * updated proposal: 
  * HTML Help view of proposed DTD:
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/17522/new-bookmap-book.chm

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

8:55 Adjourn



DITA TC Meeting (Conference Call) has been modified by Don Day
 
Date:  Tuesday, 18 April 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT
 
Event Description:
DITA Technical Committtee teleconference
USA Toll Free Number: 866-566-4838
USA Toll Number: +1-210-280-1707
PASSCODE: 185771
 
Agenda:
8:00-8:05 Roll call
 
8:05-8:10 Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
 * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00069.html (11 April 2006)
 
 
Request a minute taker (regrets from Gershon)
 
Regular Business:
 
 * Review #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17329/IssueNumber20.html
 
Resources for this meeting:
 * DITA Wiki home page:
  * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/
 
Don Day moves to accept the minutes from last week.
Paul Prescod seconds. Accepted.
 
On to the conditional processing / extensible metadata proposal.
 

Summary of features:
 
New conditional processing, specialized from
 - props (filtering …)
 - rev (for revision markup, not to support filtering).
New generic attributes, from a new attribute “base”.
 - Need to store attribute values that your processes care about, but don’t need base processing
Allow formal expression of negative values (informal already supported).
Scoped values allowed.
  Example: product/edition (can filter on product separately from edition)
Extended syntax for ditaval.
  More options for how to flag, and how to filter, content based on dita attributes.
 

New conditional processing attributes:
Current mechanism is via specialization. Create a new attribute. Put it in a domain module. Incorporate it into your doctype. Say so
using the domains attribute. Processing system should be able to check domains attribute to determine which attributes are legitimate
for conditional processing.

Discussion:



Paul Prescod (summary by MP): jam values into an existing attribute … can be unfolded into actual attributes. But could be difficult for
applications to decode, unless highly customized for DITA. Instead, why not allow undocumented attributes after generalization? Argue against:
specialization-unaware processing might get the generalized attributes and not know their history. Filtering might depend on history of attributes.
Example: Trademarking tool. Runs across all content. DTD-aware, but not specialization-aware. Trademarks will be added before output step, but
output will be done by DITA output processor. Prior to generalization, you have a prog-language attribute. Now you have a props attribute with a
collapsed value in it. The conditional processing (run before generalization) would recognize prog-language as a spec of prop, and run cond
processing on it. After gen, cond processing must recognize a section of the props attribute as the basis for the conditional processing.
 
Chris Wong: are we running into the same limitations? You can currently add to otherprops. That never took off because implementations have to
dive deep into an attribute in order to implement. The same issue comes up with the props attribute in this proposal.
 
MP: It’s still just as hard to process, but it’s easier to author, because you can author using each attribute separately. It’s different from otherprops
because it provides a formal relationship with other attributes. This relationship could be used for re-specialization from props into multiple
attributes if the processing is too hard in the more-complex generalized form.
 
Eliot Kimber: processing logic is the same since the syntax is the same. You wouldn’t want the complex syntax in the authoring environment (the
specialized form, with separate attributes).
MP: If you want complex attribute behavior, add a new attribute. Don’t document complex syntax for authors.
Paul P: Most tool vendors will only support the specialized syntax. Covers the 95% use case. Generalized form will only be implemented …
probably only by the DITA toolkit.
MP: To enable XML editors to be conditional-aware … take on complexity. What is hard about it?
Paul P: It’s DITA-specific. You need to put DITA logic into “the binary” … the core of the editor. For example, Frame has special code to color-
code certain text. That would be necessary in tools for DITA … this could not be done by configuring.
 
Chris Wong: Also, what about conflicts between values ?
 
Eliot: … If I want to have a generic DITA editor that will handle any attribute, I have to parse the domain attribute, and then dynamically configure
my system with the appropriate attributes.
Paul P: most editors will ignore the declarations and expect a proprietary configuration file
Eliot: Right. Wouldn’t expect to be able to present an arbitrary new file and have the editor recognize it. You’ll probably have to do manual
configuration on the editor, for each specific set of cond processing attributes.
Paul P: Leads to a question of why to put the declaration info into the domain attribute.
 
MP: We can have this in the publishing pipeline and not in the editors, because the publishing pipeline is (pardon the comparison) more
configurable.
Paul P: Configuration file is like the DITAVAL file. Would the config file not read from the domains attribute?
Erik H/Paul P: Specialize a condition against a specialized attribute … what happens then?
You could specialize two attributes from one. What happens to the lists of values?
Dana Spradley: No objection as a proposal, but it does seem to bring up contradictions.
Inheritance with specializations as in Java. Every specialization can be transformed into every other. Seems to be an inclination to make the DITA
hierarchy an is-a hierarchy rather than an is-like-a hierarchy.
MP: to compare with OOP, in OOP, the data and the behavior live together. The separate of data from behavior is the core attribute of an XML
architecture.
MP: need to restrict the kinds of inheritance you can do to those that have ancestors in both hierarchies (data and behavior).
Paul P: Back to further specialization of specialized attributes. Should we clearly prohibit it until we are ready?
 
MP: Can talk to a use case.
 
Eliot: Purpose? Identify those attributes that are cond processing attributes VERSUS specialize and know what happens with the values.
 
MP: Walk through an example.
 
Platform is currently an attribute w semantics … the platform that the thing we’re documenting runs on.
Specialize: Platform -> HW, OS, Required sw.
Those three things combine to give Platform, but they’re not an is-a hierarchy. They are independent aspects of the platform. What happens if
someone tries to DITAVAL against something in the Platform attribute?
Answer: if the value in the DITAVAL file is from a specialized form, then to refer to it in the Platform attribute, it would have to be appropriately
qualified. So HW(Z-system) is valid against Platform, corresponding to Z-system against HW.
 
Paul P: Do you gain anything through the specialization to HW, OS, Required SW?



Eliot: Can’t predict what the values of the specialized attributes would be. Just string values that you can match on.
Erik H: Should be able to
Eliot: Example HW=”intel” OS=”win95”
Erik H: should be able to find both values in Platform.
Distinguish specialization process for attributes and separately for values.
 
Paul P: does the list of values end up flattened?
MP: intended use is to specify in the specialized attribute
 
Erik H: suppose two orgs. One has specialized HW, OS, …
If content is sent from specialized org to the org that has not specialized, the filtering should work in the org that has not specialized.
Paul P: now the two orgs have different data models. Hard to imagine that the two orgs would interoperate at the value level.
Erik H: disagree. Can process specialized content by adding to the DITAVAL file in the not-specialized org.
 
MP: Suppose 3 vals for HW, 3 vals for OS.
Ship to not-specialized org. Suppose they want to exclude Platform=”win95 linux”. Two sets of attributes jammed into one. Need to be able to
match.
 
Don D: chair observes time check.
Paul P: separate meetings
MP: thanks for the intense discussion. When to meet?
MP to propose after 11AM Eastern US, for 2-3 hours, others to answer by e-mail.

Agenda:
 
How to handle references from DITAVAL to values in base class attributes. Should they also match values in attributes from that base class?
Are all processes require to honor the generalized syntax (cram into one attribute), or is it for processing only?
Use case discussion …
 



MEETING MINUTES -- 25 April 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 25 April 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee Web site:  
- Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
- Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
- Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Resources for this meeting:
- DITA Wiki home page:
    http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Roll call --> We have quorum

Approve Minutes from previous meeting:
 * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17738/DITA-notes-2006-0418.htm
 * Don moves to accept the minutes as recorded by Bruce, Rob Frankland seconds, 
    no objections, approved by acclamation as recorded.

Announcements:

* OASIS TC interoperability proposal
    * Michael P gave brief introduction to interoperability proposal
    * Form a document standards interoperability TC with members from DITA, ODF 
        and DocBook to consider reuse scenarios and see what's needed for 
        content reuse among the OASIS TCs. This group will take recommendations 
        back to their TCs.
    --ACTION-- Michael to post link to new TC area on OASIS Web site.

* User Assistance (UA) TC proposal
    * Paul P -- list has already been created to discuss proposed user 
        assistance TC.
    * Don asks all TC members to review Paul's proposal for the UA TC.
 
Regular Business:

* Resume discussions of #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
    * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17329/IssueNumber20.html
    *  Michael -- discussion is ongoing; proposes additional meeting to continue 
        offline discussion to help the group conclude their proposal next week. 
        Same group as before; anyone else who wants to join the meeting please 
        email Michael directly; all parties who would like to participate in 
        should email Michael with possible date/time slots for the next meeting.

* Review #38 ["Bookmap revision"] proposal (Don Day); Design Complete?
    * proposal: http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/15795/IssueNumber38-Bookmap.htm
    * HTML Help view of proposed DTD:
        * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17522/new-bookmap-book.chm
    * Previous discussions:
        * titles proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00110.html



        * xNAL adaptation
        * case preference
        * migration considerations
    * Don and Robert summarize the changes to the proposal to date.
    * Don asks if we're OK with the new title element being added to 1.1 in 
        order to support bookmap. No objections.
    * Robert proposes we move the following portion of #11 into DITA 1.1 
        scope: allow title element in maps, Gershon seconds, no objections, 
        moved and seconded to accept this scope change in DITA 1.1.
    --DECISION-- title element in maps will be included in DITA 1.1
    --ACTION ITEM-- Robert to send this part of the #11 proposal to the list 
        for review.
    * Chris -- Summarizes xNAL (OASIS standard) primary use.
    * Don -- The idea is to create DITA markup that's essentially a subset of 
        xNAL, required to provide the level of naming support we need.
    * Robert summaries issues: should this be a domain rather than part of 
        bookmap? As domain it is available any place <data> is valid. 
    * Don -- Is there value in exposing this to everywhere <data> is valid?
    * Paul P -- What's the cost?
    * Robert -- Don't know yet. Reasons not to are (1) it's a scope change and 
        (2) we don't know what technical issues may arise. Reason for putting 
        it as domain is forward looking. Paul proposes we take the domain 
        approach and see how it develops.
    * Robert will try resolving xNAL this week and get the revised proposal 
        out later this week.

--Next week we'll look at these 2 proposals.

--Meeting adjourned after 60 minutes.



MEETING MINUTES -- 2 May 2006 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

Date:  Tuesday, 2 May 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee Web site:  
- Public:       http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
- Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
- Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

Resources for this meeting:
* DITA Wiki home page:
    * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/
* Pending bug fixes for DITA 1.1 (docs and DTDs/Schemas):
    * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Bug_fixes_for_DITA_1%2e1

Roll call --> We have quorum

Approve Minutes from previous meeting:
 * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00141.html
 * Don moves to accept the minutes, Rob Frankland seconds, 
    no objections, approved by acclamation as recorded.

Announcements:
 * OASIS document standards interop discussion list
   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00174.html

Issues:

* Review documentation proposals from the Translation Subcommittee:
    "Translating required-cleanup and draft-comment"
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200604/msg00173.html
    - Robert summarizes briefly the contents of the proposal.
    - Proposal: Add translate=no to required-cleanup and draft-comment elements 
        and update documentation that the expected behavior is standard XML 
        inheritance, except where overridden by explicit setting of the 
        translate attribute value as detailed in the proposal (URL above).
    - Gershon moves to include this proposal within the scope of DITA 1.1, 
        Robert Anderson seconds, no objections, approved by acclamation.

* Review latest recommendations for #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
    * Core proposal http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17329/IssueNumber20.html
    * updates?
    - Michael -- current status is we've almost finalized the proposal, we're 
        awaiting feedback from the sub-group on the latest draft of the proposal.
    - Michael summarized the items in the current proposal
    - DISCUSSION...
    - Don asks the sub-group to finalize the proposal this week and the TC will 
        discuss and vote on it at next week's TC meeting.

* Review #38 ["Bookmap revision"] proposal (Don Day); Design Complete?
    * proposal: http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/15795/IssueNumber38-Bookmap.htm



    * HTML Help view of proposed DTD:
        * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17522/new-bookmap-book.chm
    * review revised DTDs that include:
        * titles proposal (accepted last week)
        * xNAL adaptation (reworked as a domain)
            - Robert points out that with the current implementation, the xNAL 
                domain won't be available to specializers outside of bookmap.
        * case preference 
        * migration considerations
    --ACTION-- Robert to upload zip of updated DTD to documentation area and
        ask TC members to take a look at it.
    --ACTION-- Don to revise documentation and post it to the WIKI page.

--Meeting adjourned after 40 minutes.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 9 May 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 9 May 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 50 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We did not have quorum, but proceeded to discuss business items that are 
    work in progress.

2.  Approve Minutes from previous meeting:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00001.html
    No comments on last week's minutes; no vote to accept due to lack of quorum.

3.  Issues

    a.  Review latest recommendations for #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
        Core proposal:
        http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17329/IssueNumber20.html
        Updated conditional processing feature 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00008.html (March 8, 2006)

        Paul P summarized the current proposal.

        Further discussions on the list to iron out remaining issues.

    * Review #38 ["Bookmap revision"] proposal (Don Day); Design Complete?
        * proposal: http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/15795/IssueNumber38-Bookmap.htm
        * HTML Help view of proposed DTD:
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/18074/new-bookmap-book.chm
        * PDF view:
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/18073/new-bookmap-book.pdf
        * review key updates:
            * xNAL adaptation
            * booklists
            * bookmeta
            * titles proposal
            * case preference 
            * migration considerations
        
        Don summarized the latest updates to the DTD documentation.
        
        Paul P proposed special session for Robert to walk us through the DTD changes.

        Don proposed such call this Friday, same time as regular meeting.

        ACTION Don to prepare training documentation for the bookmap presentation.

Meeting adjourned at 08:50am PT



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 16 May 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 16 May 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 50 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve Minutes from previous meetings:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00001.html (2 May)
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00014.html (9 May)
    No changes to the minutes.
    Accepted both minutes as recorded (moved by Don, seconded by Paul Prescod, 
        no objections).

3.  Announcements:
    * OASIS Open Standards Day in Germany-CFP still open through May 26
        * Sukumar Munshi proposal "Using DITA with Localisation in Mind"
        * Alan Houser proposal -- available, what is key for this audience?
        Chris Kravogal may present (presented DITA Specialization at TEKOM); Don
            suggested concentrating on domain specialization.
        Jennifer Linton will be there; primary interest in translation and 
            interoperability (vendors implementing the DITA model)
        ACTION: Chris to refine proposal and post to list for discussion next week
        ACTION: Jen to contact Sukumar and send proposal to list for discussion 
            next week
        ACTION: Don to contact OASIS events person to learn more about TEKOM/OASIS 
            integration in the event, details of OASIS part of event, etc.

4.  Issues:
    * Review "Timeline for draft-to-approval process"
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Timeline_for_draft-to-approval_process#preview

    * Review latest recommendations for #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
        * Original proposal http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17329/IssueNumber20.html
        * Updated conditional processing feature 
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00008.html (May 8, 2006)
        Bruce summarized the results of the latest meeting (Paul sent minutes 
            to the list)
        Paul Grosso not in favor of printchar decision.
        ACTION: Michael to prepare final consolidated proposal and submit to 
            list for discussion so TC can discuss and vote next week.

    * Review #38 ["Bookmap revision"] proposal (Don Day); Design Complete?
        * Report on the special bookmap session (12 May)
        * Latest updates: xNAL language definitions reviewed by Chris Kravogel
        * proposal: http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/15795/IssueNumber38-Bookmap.htm
        Current status: basically ready except for xNAL, which is still under 
            development.
        Open issue: how to specialize to accommodate transitional text?
        ACTION: Chris to respond to Robert's email (xNAL suggestion) to the TC list.



Meeting adjourned at 08:50am PT



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 23 May 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 23 May 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Accepted minutes from previous meeting:
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00030.html (16 May) 
    * Note "TEKOM" correction (Raya)
    Don moves, Gershon seconds, no objections.

3.  Announcements: 
    * OASIS Open Standards Day in Germany-CFP still open through May 26 
        * Munshi, Houser, Linton, Kravogel proposals to discuss
        ACTION: Jennifer to post request for use cases to Yahoo users list and 
            ask people to post them to the DITA open area.
        Anyone who will be submitting a proposal please send it to the list for 
            comments.

4.  Issues:
    * Review latest recommendations for #20 metadata proposal (Michael Priestley)
        * Updated feature #20 (Priestley) 
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00039.html 
        * Most current proposal
        * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/18308/IssueNumber20.html
        * Original proposal http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17329/IssueNumber20.html
        Michael summarized requested changes to spec.
        Michael moves to accept the proposal as submitted with Paul Grosso's 
            addition for color support. Gershon seconds. No objections. 
            Accepted by acclamation.

    * Review #38 ["Bookmap revision"] proposal (Don Day) 
        * proposal: http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/15795/IssueNumber38-Bookmap.htm 
        * Latest files: 
        * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/18181/bookprototype.zip 
        * Transitional text issue 
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00031.html (Robert's suggestions) 
        ACTION: Michael to take this issue to the users list to get better idea
            of how essential this feature is in practice.
        * xNAL updates (Robert and Chris exchange) 
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00042.html
        Chris Kravogel summarized latest changes to proposal.
        Don: We need to finish modelling the DTD to ensure we can model it 
            successfully.

Meeting adjourned at 09:00 PT



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 30 May 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 30 May 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 50 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Accepted minutes from previous meeting:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00056.html (23 May)
    Moved by Don, seconded by Rob Frankland, no objections.

3.  Issues: 

3.1 Review #38 Bookmap revision proposal (Don Day) 
    proposal: http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/15795/IssueNumber38-Bookmap.htm 
    Latest files: 
        http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/document.php?document_id=18432 (description) 
        http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/18432/bookprototype.zip 
    Transitional text issue:
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00031.html (Robert Anderson's suggestions) 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00051.html (Erik Hennum's conref suggestion) 
        http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dita-users/message/2624 (Michael Priestley's dita-users thread) 
    xNAL updates (Robert and Chris exchange):
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00042.html
    Don summarized the above documents.
    Robert summarized the updates to the DTD.
    Michael summarized feedback from users on transitional text: feedback 
        indicates users are against putting transitional text in the bookmap. 
        Michael suggests going ahead with bookmap without transitional text 
        support.
    DISCUSSION...
    Michael proposes not including any explicit support for transitional text 
        in bookmap and adding the value "printonly" to the print attribute.
    ACTION: JoAnn to write a best practice for including transitional text in 
        DITA.
    Future issue: revisit the print attribute and rethink it with regard to 
        all output media, not only print.
    Proposal: Accept the bookmap proposal with the amendment on the print 
        attribute for DITA 1.1.
    ACCEPTED this proposal as part of DITA 1.1 scope. (moved by Michael, 
        seconded by JoAnn. No objections.

    ACTION for Don to contact Mary McRae on how to set up the new Beta Wiki 
        with review features and how to upload 100 topics to the Wiki...

Meeting adjourned at 08:50



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 6 June 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 6 June 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 55 minutes.

Don is on vacation, so Gershon led the meeting.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.
    Regrets: Don Day, Paul Grosso

2.  Accepted minutes from previous meeting:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00061.html (30 May)
    Moved by Gershon, seconded by Michael P, no objections.

2. Business: 

3.1 Review action items from last week: 

    ACTION: JoAnn to write a best practice for including transitional text in 
    DITA.
    - JoAnn sent an article in her enews and will submit a draft to the list 
      for comment.

    ACTION for Don to contact Mary McRae on how to set up the new Beta Wiki 
    with review features and how to upload 100 topics to the Wiki 
    - Don told Gershon that we have not received complete information on this
      yet.

3.2 Bug in DITA DTD: xmlns="" in 1.0.1 DTDs (Paul Grosso)
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200605/msg00062.html
    - Discussion...
    - Decision to make xmlns attribute truly universal.
    - Paul P made counter proposal (supported by Elliot) to remove the attribute. 
      It should be put in each XML instance if it's needed. This makes 
      documents behave consistently between DTD and Schema processors.
    - Robert mentioned Don's idea for putting DITA fragments inside non-DITA 
      documents that have their own namespace. 
    - Eliot & Paul agree the proposal to remove the attribute won't break the
      ability to embed DITA content in foreign vocabularies.
    - Paul moves to remove the xmlns attribute declaration for the null 
      namespace. Eliot Seconds. No objections.
    DECISION to remove the xmlns attribute from the DTDs and schemas.
    ACTION: Robert to add to bug list to remove the attribute.

3.3 Update on how to upload the spec to the DITA Focus Area 
    No update because we're still awaiting details from Mary.

3.4 Editing the spec for DITA 1.1 (Michael Priestley) 

3.5 Identify action items 



    * For each feature/change for 1.1, identify the owner of the feature and ask 
      them to identify affected topics by next week, relative to 1.0 - send to 
      group and cc me [Michael]

      The following are the features for DITA 1.1 and each one's owner:
      Bookmap - Robert
      Shortdesc - Michael
      Index - Chris Wong
      Graphics - Paul Grosso (sent impact assessment previously)
      Glossary = Erik Hennum
      metadata - Michael
      universal - Robert
      data element - Erik Hennum
      Foreign content - Eric Sirois
      Translation - Gershon
      DTD/schema bugs - Robert 
      Editing bugs - Michael

      ACTIONS for each person in the above list to send an impact assessment 
      as requested by Michael. Each person should identify topics affected 
      that needs to be changed/edited and identify topics to be deleted 
      (where necessary) and identify new topics in terms of what they are, 
      where they should go, and an outline of the content. This action must 
      be completed for next week, so we'll understand next week the volume of 
      information we'll need to manage. If a feature owner wants to delegate
      documentation, they can delegate directly or request help on the list.

      FOR NEXT WEEK'S AGENDA: Assess the documentation effort required to get
      DITA 1.1 draft ready for review, and implement the effort.

    * Determine review options - ideally we would review via wiki, but that is 
      apparently hard. Other options? 

      Michael would prefer using the wiki so everyone can see each others 
      comments and issues/conflicts will be resolved quickly without his
      intervention.

      ACTION for Gershon to contact Mary to find out where we're holding.

4.  Open:

    Chris Kravogel received email from the TEKOM/OASIS open standard conference. 
    They want to organize a half day DITA session in German. Aside from Chris,
    are there any other members on the TC who can present in German, or 
    someone who knows of someone who can present such a session?

    JoAnn is going ahead with the CMS conference in Frankfurt (1st week in 
    November), a week before TEKOM. Anyone who would like to participate please 
    contact JoAnn.

    Robert has uploaded the DITA workshop recording to the DITA focus area. 
    Go to dita.xml.org and look for resources under presentation. 
    [Gershon: I believe this link should work: http://dita.xml.org/node/1330]



Meeting adjourned at 08:55



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 13 June 2006

(Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 13 June 2006 at 08:00am PST

1. Roll call: We have a quorum.

2. Review/Approve previous minutes.
   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00004.html
   Accepted as recorded.

Review outstanding action items:
3. JoAnn Hackos -- transitional text
   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00010.html
   Hackos -- This is first draft. Will appreciate feedback from TC by June 26.
   This is a 'best practice' document and is not intended to be part of the DITA 1.1 spec.

4. Don Day -- Review using wiki
   * business item for today (below)

5. Robert Anderson -- fix xmlns bug and update bug list
   * updated bug list: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Bug_fixes_for_DITA_1%2e1
   * updated DTDs: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00008.html
   Anderson -- Completed. Action closed.

   Bookmap prototypes have been distributed. Need editing, but are ready
   for comments. Bookmap discussion is ongoing on the list.

6. Feature signups--assess the doc effort, and implement
   * business item for today

7. Gershon Joseph: contact Mary re. review options
   Completed. Action closed. Outcome is yet unknown.

Business items:

8. ITEM: Update on reviewing tools (or lack thereof) at our disposal (Priestley, Joseph).
   Priestley -- Cannot use wiki as review mechanism.

   Suggested procedure -- Michael Priestley will migrate 1.0 spec to wiki.
   Will post outline topics and turn into links without targets. TC members
   should use outlines as starting points for review. To comment on topic:

   - find topic in outline
   - create link to comment on topic
   - add topic as stand-alone node

   Discussion -- Formal review is via the TC mailing list, but this isn't a
   formal review. Just an internal TC review. O.K. to use wiki in
   "creative" ways for this. Wiki's lack of HTML support is unfortunate.

9. ITEM: Feature signup actions--assess the work required to update the spec for new features: 



   * Bookmap - Robert
   * Shortdesc - Michael
   * Index - Chris Wong
   * Graphics - Paul Grosso (sent impact assessment previously)
   * Glossary = Erik Hennum
   * metadata - Michael
   * universal - Robert
   * data element - Erik Hennum
   * Foreign content - Eric Sirois
   * Translation - Gershon
   * DTD/schema bugs - Robert 
   * Editing bugs - Michael

   Priestley -- Status is:
   Bookmap, graphics, glossary, metadata, universal impact assessments done
   Shortdesc, index, foreign content, translation, editing bugs still pending
   DTD/Schema bugs are next agenda item

10. ITEM: topicref/@outputclass (Erik Hennum)
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00003.html
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00006.html

   Hennum -- DITA 1.0 'outputclass' attribute provides informal semantic
   extension capability (e.g, HTML ‘class’ or DocBook ‘role’). Useful for
   prototyping. Have this capability for topics, but not with maps, and the
   need is just as strong.

   Discussion -- Unfortunately, can’t constrain how people use this
   attribute. Hopefully best practices will discourage mis-use.

   Hennum/Priestley -- this is a clean-up, not a new feature.

   Hennum -- motion to fix

   Passed by acclamation.

Meeting adjourned at 08:38 PST.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 20 June 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 20 June 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 40 minutes.

Don was unable to participate, so Gershon led the meeting.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.
    Regrets: Don Day

2.  Accepted minutes from previous meeting:
    http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/18723/DitaTCMeeting060613.txt
    Moved by Gershon, seconded by Robert Anderson, no objections.

3. Business:

    1.  Review outstanding action items:

        No new items last week. Review remaining feature signups for agenda

    2.  ITEM: Feature signup actions--assess the work required to update the 
        spec for new features: 

         * Done:
           * Bookmap - Robert
           * Graphics - Paul Grosso (sent impact assessment previously)
           * Glossary = Erik Hennum
           * metadata - Michael
           * universal - Robert

         * Pending:
           * Shortdesc - Michael
           * Index - Chris Wong
           * data element - Erik Hennum (erik hennum)
           * Foreign content - Eric Sirois
             by end of week.
           * Translation - Gershon
           * Editing bugs - Michael
           * DTD/Schema bugs (Robert)
             only outputclass change still needs to be done.

    3.  ITEM: Design cleanup issues:

        1.  Alternate bookmap numbering schemes (Poston)
            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00059.html
            Paul P - Anyone need other numbering schemes? Little response on list.
            Please list numbering schemes you may need on the list.
            Bruce Esrig - We currently have 2 -- book number (label), part-number
            Paul proposes to allow more than one bookpartnumber
            Bruce -- Can we specialize so bookpartnumber contains elements, 



                not only CDATA?
            Discussion...
            ACTION -- Bruce Esrig to pose suggestion on mailing list and we'll 
                discuss further next week.

    2.  Wrapup of bookmap content model discussions (front/back matter divs, 
        multi-appendexes, glossary)
        Robert: Sent out revised content models today.
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00074.html
        Robert moves to accept the changes as noted in this morning's email, 
        Scott Hudson seconds, no objections.
        DECISION -- Update bookmap content model as stated in Robert's email.

    3.  Renaming of data-subject to data-about (Esrig, Hennum)
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00072.html
        Bruce Esrig descirbed his comments: change the name of the 
            dita-subject element to dita-about.
        Robert - You can include reference to external object and assert that 
            this DITA element relates to that element.
        Bruce moves to rename the element. Erik seconds.
        DECISION -- Rename <data-subject> to <data-about>.

4.  Open

    Gershon noted the list discussion about outputclass usage and the name of
    the attribute not accurately reflecting its indended use.
    FUTURE FEATURE -- action for future release: rename outputclass to a 
    more meaningful name that reflects its purpose (role?)

Meeting adjourned at 8:40.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 27 June 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 27 June 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 55 minutes.

1.  Roll call 
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00099.html
    Accepted by acclamation. (Don moved, Robert seconded)

3.  Business: 

    Review outstanding action items: 
        No new items last week. Review remaining feature signups for agenda 

    ITEM: Feature signup actions--assess the work required to update the spec 
    for new features: 

        Done: 
            Bookmap - Robert 
            Graphics - Paul Grosso (sent impact assessment previously) 
            Glossary = Erik Hennum 
            metadata - Michael 
            universal - Robert 
            DTD/Schema bugs (Robert) 
            Index - Chris Wong 

        Pending: 
            Shortdesc - Michael -- in progress
            data element - Erik Hennum -- completed
            Foreign content - Eric Sirois -- in progress
            Translation - Gershon 
            Editing bugs - Michael -- in progress

        ACTION -- Each feature owner to update the Wiki Impact Assessment page
        with a link to the email of the completed impact statements.
        http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1%2e1_Impact_Assessments

    Wrapup of bookmap content model discussions (front/back matter divs, 
    multi-appendexes, glossary) 

        For approval (no objections so far): 

            ITEM: Bruce Esrig's proposal to turn bookpartno? into bookpartno* 
            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00077.html
            Accepted by acclamation. (Bruce moved, Robert seconded)

            ITEM: Robert's proposal to base <authorinformation> off of <author>



            instead of <data> 
            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00080.html
            Accepted by acclamation. (Robert moved, Rob Frankland seconded)

        For discussion: 

            ITEM: Mark Poston's support for various numbering schemes (may be 
            met by the fix on bookpartno): 
            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00059.html 
            No change to bookmap model required. Numbering schemes can be 
            added via specialization.

            ITEM: Paul Grosso's comment about leaving appendix in back matter,
            instead of before it. The initial note is here, discussion is 
            ongoing: 
            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00105.html 
            Discussed at length and agreed to continue with the decision
            made last week. Appendix remains outside of the back matter,
            immediately before the back matter.

            ITEM: Adding the person and organization elements back into bookmap. 
            Robert's initial note is here: 
            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00106.html
            Accepted by acclamation. (Robert moved, Jennifer seconded)

            ITEM: Props attribute change: 
            http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00111.html 
            Decision to roll back part of proposal that moves condition processing
            attributes into a domain and in DITA 1.1 add warning to specializers of
            conditional attributes that in 1.2 there may be additional 
            steps required to ensure the DTD is compatible with 1.2.
            Accepted by acclamation. (Michael moved, Robert seconded)
            --ACTION-- Michael will add the note to the 1.1 spec.
            --ACTION-- Robert to redesign #20 to remove the domain specialization.

4.  Announcements

    No meeting next week 4 July.

Meeting adjourned at 8:55.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 11 July 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 11 July 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous meeting.
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00119.html

    Accepted by acclamation. (Don moved, Michael seconded)

3.  Business: 

3.1 Review outstanding action items: 

    - Pending impact assessments
      http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1%2e1_Impact_Assessments

    - Props attribute change: 

        - Michael will add the note (warning for specializers) to the 1.1 spec.
            Done.

        - Robert to redesign #20 to remove the domain specialization. 
            Done.

3.2 Schedule review--implementing the impact assessments

3.3 ITEM: indexing clarification 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00125.html and following 

    Paul and Chris to finish discussion via email and if there are any remaining
    issues we'll deal with them as part of the draft review.

3.4 ITEM: subelement instead of translatable label attribute of <data> element 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00002.html
    Erik moves to make this change as documented, Bruce seconded.
    --DECISION-- <data> will include title as element, not as attribute.

3.5 IPR Policy planning reminder by Patrick Gannon 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00123.html

    --ACTION-- Everyone who represents a company to discuss this with their 
    companies to ensure it's in sync with the company's IP policies.

3.6 Michael: ditaval issue as part of #20
    Flagging can be done via image or text style. If you have start and end tags 
    that are actually text, is style decision to apply to flagged text or only 



    to the flag text itself?

    --ACTION-- Michael to send note to the list requesting discussion.

3.7 Subcommittees 

    - Translation--will be revising deliverables as formal Committee Drafts 
        for future TC vote
        
        --ACTION-- Gershon to develop DITA-OT overrides to author and output
        OASIS specs via DITA.

    - John Hunt--update on Learning SC preparation
        To be discussed at future meeting.

4.  Announcements/Opens
    
    Doc standard interoperability kickoff call planned for this Thursday at 
    1pm ET.
    Interested parties who have not signed up for the list should do so ASAP.

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 18 July 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 18 July 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous meeting.
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00014.html

    Accepted by acclamation. (Don moved, Sharon seconded)

3.  Business: 

3.1 Review outstanding action items: 

    a.  OASIS IPR Policy planning: Everyone who represents a company to discuss 
        this with their companies to ensure it's in sync with the company's IP 
        policies.

        CONTINUE.

    b.  ditaval impact on #20: Michael to send note to the list requesting 
        discussion about flag text. 

        CONTINUE.

    c.  Committee Draft format: Gershon to develop DITA-OT overrides to author 
        and output OASIS specs via DITA.

        CONTINUE.

3.2 ITEM: Proposal for a DITA "Learning and training content specialization" 
    subcommittee (John Hunt) 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00027.html

    John addressed the TC to explain the goals and purpose of the SC.
    Stan Doherty moved to create the SC as detailed in the referenced email.
    Scott seconded.

    --DECISION-- TC agrees to create the DITA learning and training content SC
    (actual name of SC to be decided).

3.3 ITEM: indexing clarification 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00033.html
        (latest on subject) 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00125.html
        and following 



    Discussed Translation SC concerns regarding <indexterm> and sub-flows.
    
    --ACTION-- TC to take indexing issue back to Translation SC to explain
        expected behavior of <indexterm> in DITA. Chris and/or Bruce to
        discuss with Rodolfo and Andrzej on list and/or at next Monday's
        SC meeting. Request for France to participate on the SC call too.

    Paul G addressed TC on his index range concerns:

    1)  What's the expected behavior of index range on <prolog>?
        Chris: Should be ignored.
        Paul: Users will wonder why they're ignored, we should rather disallow 
        them, but this is difficult to achieve in XML DTDs.
        Suggestion to document this behavior.

    2)  Why don't we allow <indexterm> inside <title> to set an index range for
        the entire topic?
        Don: <indexterm> in <prolog> does this.
        Chris: Not intuitive. Perhaps better if index term in prolog
        points only to the beginning of the topic.

    3)  Can users have index entries point to shortdesc?
        Nancy: Leave out for now and see if users ask for it...
        Erik: Workaround exists by inserting <ph> inside <shortdesc>,
        which does allow <indexterm>. Same workaround applies to users who want 
        to reference a specific point in a prolog.

    --DECISION-- TC consensus on the answers to Paul's questions above.

3.4 ITEM: references to ditabases without an explicit topicid 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00025.html 
        (latest on subject) 

    Not addressed due to lack of time.

3.5 ITEM: question on <resource> element in bookmap (Nancy Harrison) 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00021.html

    --DECISION-- Remove <resource> from bookmap in DITA 1.1.

3.6 Announce: architectural spec now available; language ref coming 
    (bookmap updates still arriving) 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00026.html 

4.  Announcements/Opens

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 25 July 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 25 July 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 65 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous meeting.
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00052.html

    Accepted by acclamation. (Don moved, Scott seconded)

3.  Business: 

3.1 ITEM: indexing clarification--Paul Grosso

    We do still have (I believe) some outstanding issues about 
    indexes--questions 4-7 in my email at 
    http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/200607/msg00034.html
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00068.html (latest on subject)

    Paul: Elements that float out of the range are not required to be included as 
    part of the index range.

    --ACTION-- Paul to refine wording for use in the spec.

3.2 ITEM: references to ditabases without an explicit topicid
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00053.html (latest on subject)
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00051.html (Robert's summary)

    DISCUSSION: If topicref does not explicitly reference a single topic, all 
    topics in the storage unit are included.

    Include in next week's agenda to reach a decision.

3.3 ITEM: OASIS IPR Transition planning: which of the RF IPR policies are we 
    aiming for? 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200606/msg00123.html 

    ACTION: Don to ask Patrick Gannon to send qualified OASIS IP person to 
    address the TC on 8 September 2006.

    Sharon: Would like to hear similarities and comparisons with IP policies
    of other organizations that offer open standards, such as W3C.

3.4 Announce: map portion of spec now available; bookmap and core versions soon
    http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/19326/mapdoc.pdf

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:05 --



4.  Announcements/Opens

    None.
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 8 August 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 8 August 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous meeting.
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00072.html (25 July)
    (Note: the 1 August 2006 meeting lacked quorum--it was not a regular 
    business meeting)

    Accepted by acclamation (moved by Don, seconded by JoAnn)

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: indexing clarification--Paul Grosso
        http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/IndexingProposal

        --ACTION-- Form task force to to meet offline ASAP and try to provide 
        the TC with a well documented proposal for discussion at next week's 
        meeting. Members: Paul, Chris, JoAnn (chair) Bruce, Yas, Paul Prescod.
        Anyone else interested should contact JoAnn.

    2.  ITEM: references to ditabases without an explicit topicid (resumed from 
        last week)
        http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TopicId (latest on subject)
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00051.html (Robert's summary)
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        To be continued next week.

    3.  ITEM: look at proposed schedule based on OASIS timeline; start review 
        comment collecting.
        http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Timeline_for_draft-to-approval_process

    4.  ITEM: ditabase DTD should include the new glossary topic type (not yet 
        in current ditabase)
        This seems to be indicated in
        http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/17513/Issue14a.html Glossary proposal:

        These glossary definition topics can be provided within a single
        ditabase file for the simple case or in separate files. The latter
        approach facilitates reuse because deliverables can assemble the
        glossary for the terminology used in content by selecting from a
        pool of available glossary definitions.

        DECISION: Robert to implement this changed (Don moved, Paul Grosso 
        seconded, no objections)

        DECISION: Robert to change value of DITAArchVersion attribute to 1.1.

    5.  REPORT: Update from JoAnn on DITA Translation Subcommittee deliverables

        Translation SC is currently finalizing the following best practice 
        documents:

        1. Indexing best practice

        2. Leveraging legacy translation memory when moving to DITA

        Other documents under development include a while paper or committee draft
        on using XLIFF with DITA.

4.  Announcements/Opens

    1. John Hunt update on eLearning Subcommittee  john_hunt@us.ibm.com

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 8 August 2006

(Recorded by JoAnn Hackos <joann.hackos@comtech-serv.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 15 August 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous meeting.
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200608/msg00045.html (8 August)
   

    Accepted by acclamation (moved by Don, seconded by Bruce

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: first meeting of the learning subcommittee -- John Hunt
 John reported on the initial meeting.
 He invited TC members 
 to suggest membership in the subcomittee of interested individuals
 in their companies.

    2. ITEM: indexing proposal -- JoAnn Hackos 
        http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Indexing_issue_summary (indexing issue summary)

 Approved -- To accept a design for indexrange start and end tags based on using
 attributes to contain name identifiers for index ranges.
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 Moved by JoAnn, seconded by Rob Franklin
 
 One dissent in absentia from Chris Wong. No other objections.

        --ACTION-- Task Force to decide upon the appropriate mechanism for the name 
 identifier. Report back at the next TC meeting. Erik Hennum invited to join the 
 discussion.

    3. ITEM: Continued discussion of indexterm 

 Discussion continued about the use of indexterm and indexstart in the prolog.

 

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:05 --

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 August 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 22 August 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 45 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous meeting.
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200608/msg00070.html (15 August)

    Accepted by acclamation (moved by Don, seconded by Gershon)

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: index range behavior
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200608/msg00129.html (proposal)

        Michael described the proposal for interpretation of index ranges.

        Paul Grosso objected strongly to having unmatched index start/end range markup in 
        topic prolog which can be mixed and matched with index start/end range markup
        in the topicmeta. This will result in unexpected index range processing when topics 
        are reused and the first index end range in a topic would stop a range that the 
        map says should end in a later topic.

        ACTION: Michael to initiate another indexing subcommittee meeting this 
        week to try to resolve the index range issues before the next TC meeting.

    2.  ITEM: references to ditabases without an explicit topicid (resumed from last week)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200608/msg00016.html (latest on subject)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200607/msg00051.html (Robert's summary)

        Paul summarized his concerns for referencing a topic file.

        ACTION: Michael to update spec to clarify that topicref is the 
        exception in terms of what is included in the output; all other link 
        elements link to a single element.

    3.  ITEM: TC response to new OASIS discussion List, Unstructured Operation Markup
        * email to Members by Jamie Bryce Clark, 8/11/2006
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/members/200608/msg00003.html

        ACTION: Don requests TC members to look into this and report back to 
        the TC in terms of what, if any, our response to this TC should be. 
        We will revisit next week.

4.  Announcements/Opens



-- Meeting adjourned at 08:45 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
Recorded by Bruce Esrig.

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 29 August 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 35 minutes.

1. Roll call: no quorum

2. Minutes from previous business meeting (approval held for next meeting):
 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200608/msg00133.html (22 August) 

Items covered: 

1. ITEM: brief mention of updated indexing proposal (Michael Priestley) 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200608/msg00136.html (proposal) 

 http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Indexing_issue_summary (actual)

 Subgroup met and agreed on index range issues on Monday 28 August.
 A snapshot of the index entry proposal regarding index ranges is copied into the 
bottom of the minutes. Current version is available at
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Indexing_issue_summary 

 Based on this agreement, JoAnn Hackos and Paul Grosso will update the 
language spec text on indexing and distribute to the TC list.

2. ITEM: indexing best practices posted for approval (held for next meeting) (JoAnn 
Hackos)
Download from: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-
translation/download.php/19985/Best%20Practice%20for%20Indexing%2
0DITA%20topics.doc

3. ITEM: Spec updates. Report on items still needed. (Michael Priestly).

Need a volunteer interested in a visible accomplishment to help come up with 
DITA processing that imitates the style of the OASIS templates at 
http://docs.oasis-open.org/templates/.

4. ITEM: TC response to new OASIS discussion List, Unstructured Operation Markup 
(held for next meeting)

email to Members by Jamie Bryce Clark, 8/11/2006 
 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/members/200608/msg00003.html

Proposal for index ranges
(from http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Indexing_issue_summary )
==================
Index entries are interpreted as point references. The index contains a reference to the 
point where the index entry is declared. If an index entry occurs in a topic prolog, the 
reference is to the start of the title of the topic. 



Index ranges are structural. Most index range declarations refer to an entire topic or set of 
topics. The only exception is a range contained entirely within the body of a topic. 

Index range indications may occur in the topicmeta of a topicref at the map level, in the 
prolog of a topic, or in the body of a topic, and are interpreted as follows: 

In a map, the start range points to the topic title of the topic being referenced by 
its containing topicref. The end range points to the end of the final child contained 
by the topic being referenced by its containing topicref. When a start and end 
range occur in the same topicmeta, the range applies to the containing topicref and 
its children. 

In a prolog, the start range points to the containing topic's title. The range ends 
with a matching index range end in the same prolog, or the end of the prolog, 
whichever comes first. The range applies to the containing topic and all its 
children, including child relationships defined in a map. 

In a body, the start range points to whichever point the indexterm occurs. The 
index range ends at a matching index range end indication within the same body, 
or at the end of the body, whichever comes first. Such an index range does not 
span sub-topics of the topic. 

When index ranges with the same identifier overlap (for example, a body-level range for 
"pecorino" occurs within a map-level cross-topic range for "pecorino") the widest range 
applies, and end ranges are matched with start ranges by last-in-first-out. In other words, 
the ranges are interpreted as nested rather than overlapping, with the highest-level 
container taking precedence over narrower contained ranges. 

The start and end attributes are defined as CDATA, and should contain matching strings. 
The strings should not contain blank spaces.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 5 September 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 5 September 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 45 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous meeting.
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200608/msg00133.html (22 August)

    Accepted by acclamation (moved by Don, seconded by Michael)

    * Note: Last week's meeting did not have quorum, therefore was not a regular
        business meeting. Minutes for the discussion are at:
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200608/msg00140.html

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: vote on updated indexing proposal (Michael Priestley)
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Indexing_issue_summary (proposal)

        Michael moves to accept the amendment (section "Proposal for index 
        ranges as of 2006/09/05" in the above document. Paul G seconds.

        Text copied here so it's recorded:

        Index entries are interpreted as point references. The index contains 
        a reference to the point where the index entry is declared. If an 
        index entry occurs in a topic prolog, the reference is to the start of 
        the title of the topic. 

        Index ranges are structural. Most index range declarations refer to an 
        entire topic or set of topics. The only exception is a range contained 
        entirely within the body of a topic. The start of a range is indicated 
        with an indexterm with a start attribute. The end of a range is 
        indicated with an indexterm with an end attribute with a matching value,
        and with no content of its own. 

        Index range indications may occur in the topicmeta of a topicref at 
        the map level, in the prolog of a topic, or in the body of a topic, 
        and are interpreted as follows: 

        *   In a map, the start range points to the topic title of the topic 
            being referenced by its containing topicref. The end range points 
            to the end of the final child contained by the topic being 
            referenced by its containing topicref. When a start and end range 
            occur in the same topicmeta, the range applies to the containing 
            topicref and its children. 



        *   In a prolog, the start range points to the containing topic's title. 
            The range ends with a matching index range end in the same prolog, 
            or the end of the prolog, whichever comes first. The range applies 
            to the containing topic and all its children, including child 
            relationships defined in a map. 

        *   In a body, the start range points to whichever point the indexterm 
            occurs. The index range ends at a matching index range end 
            indication within the same body, or at the end of the body, 
            whichever comes first. Such an index range does not span 
            sub-topics of the topic. 

        When index ranges with the same identifier overlap (for example, a 
        body-level range for "pecorino" occurs within a map-level cross-topic 
        range for "pecorino") the widest range applies, and end ranges are 
        matched with start ranges by last-in-first-out. In other words, the 
        ranges are interpreted as nested rather than overlapping, with the 
        highest-level container taking precedence over narrower contained 
        ranges. 

        The start and end attributes are defined as CDATA, and should contain 
        matching strings. The strings should not contain blank spaces. The 
        start and end attributes should be considered valid only on indexterm 
        elements that have no child indexterm elements. 

    2.  ITEM: Request for SC approval: DITA for machine industry (Chris Kravogel)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200608/msg00141.html (materials for approval)

        Chris presented the purpose of the SC.

        Discussions...

        Don moves to accept the proposal for a machine industry sub-committee
        based on the materials Chris provided. Michael seconds. No objections.

        DECISION to form Machine industry subcommittee.

    3.  ITEM: TC response to new OASIS discussion List, Unstructured Operation 
        Markup
        * email to Members by Jamie Bryce Clark, 8/11/2006
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/members/200608/msg00003.html

        ACTION: Don to respond to Jamie stating we have no objections to this 
        new committee.

    4.  ITEM: Translation SC: Indexing best practices
        * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-
translation/download.php/19985/Best%20Practice%20for%20Indexing%20DITA%20topics.doc

        CONTINUED. Discussion deferred to next week.

        ACTION: Gershon to discuss Paul G's feedback at next week's Translation
        SC meeting.



    5.  Request: Need a volunteer interested in a visible accomplishment to 
        help come up with DITA processing that imitates the style of the OASIS 
        templates at http://docs.oasis-open.org/templates/.

        Anyone who can help on this task please contact Gershon directly.

4.  Announcements/Opens

    Chris K asked when we expect to have DITA 1.1 approved. Currently looks
    like it'll be pushed out into early 2007. Our official position is for 
    release in Q1 2007.
    
    Discussed update of drafts with index and other updates.

-- Meeting adjourned at 08:45 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 19 September 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 19 September 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 35 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes[1] from previous meeting (5 Sept).

    Accepted by acclamation (moved by Don, seconded by Michael)

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Update from DITA subcommittees
    
        - Translation SC: Indexing best practices[2]

        No Translation SC quorum this week--do we have anything new to discuss?

        (From last week's minutes:
        CONTINUED. Discussion deferred to next week.
        ACTION: Gershon to discuss Paul G's feedback at next week's Translation
        SC meeting.)

        Revisit next week after Translation SC discusses.

        - Update from Chris K on new Machine Industry SC

        - Update from John on the DITA Learning Content SC.

    2.  ITEM: Review of Architectural Spec (Michael Priestley)
        * Arch Spec[3]

            Michael pointed out which areas of the document have changed

            ACTION: Michael to release updated document before next TC meeting
            that will then be reviewed thoroughly by the TC.

            ACTION: All TC members to do hi-level review on current document
            to check coverage of DITA 1.1 delta.

        * 1.1 XSDs[4]
        * 1.1 DTDs[5]

4.  Announcements/Opens

    None.

-- Meeting adjourned at 08:35 --



---
[1] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00003.html
[2] http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-
translation/download.php/19985/Best%20Practice%20for%20Indexing%20DITA%20topics.doc
[3] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00007.html
[4] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00005.html
[5] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00004.html



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 26 September 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 26 September 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes[1] from previous meeting (19 Sept)

    Accepted by acclamation (moved by Don, seconded by Chris Kravogel)

3.  Business:

    ITEM: Review of 1.1 drafts:

        Architectural Spec[2] (Michael Priestley)

            Michael: Some places have draft-comments with questions to be 
            addressed by the TC.

            Michael: chunk attribute was omitted from 1.1 feature set by 
            mistake (since it was voted in).
            Discussion on whether it should be included. 
            DECISION: Incorporate Erik Hennum's documentation on the chunk
            attribute into the next draft of the specs. [Michael moved; Paul G 
            seconded]

        Language Spec[3] (Don Day)

            Don: This PDF organizes topics under categories.

            Discussion on how to organize topics in the map -- nesting should
            be not too deep and not too shallow... Michael and Don to change
            map "tree" for next release of draft, which will be further 
            discussed at a future meeting.

            Discussion initiated by Chris K on large list of attributes 
            on many elements (these attributes are inherited via specialization).
            DECISION: Replace common attributes in attribute tables with xref to 
            place where they are documented.

        XSDs[4]

        DTDs[5]

4.  Announcements/Opens

    None.



-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --

---
[1] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00014.html
[2] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00030.html
[3] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00027.html
[4] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00005.html
[5] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00004.html



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 3 October 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 3 October 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes[1] from previous meeting (26 Sept)

    Accepted by acclamation (moved by Don, seconded by Michael)

3.  Business:

    ITEM 1: Canvas for TC additional TC rep on Machine Subcommittee (Kravogel)
        
        Chris updated the TC on the current SC member list. Currently Chris is 
        the only DITA TC member, and would like another one or two DITA TC 
        members on the SC. In addition, none of the SC members are currently 
        active in the machine industry, and ideally prefer at least one or 
        two SC members who are currently active in the industry.

        ACTION: Chris to invite TC and DITA-users and we'll see who accepts. 
        Revisit this item next week.

    ITEM 2: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts:

        Architectural Spec[2] (Michael Priestley)

            Michael: Some reviewers suggested reorganization of some chapters 
                since it's currently difficult to follow. TC agreed for Michael
                to go ahead and rearrange as needed -- reorg based on 
                functionality instead of based on attributes.
                Also add a topic that summarizes indexing.

        Language Spec[3] (Don Day)

        XSDs[4]

        DTDs[5]

    ITEM 3: Indexing updates (Paul Grosso)

        index-see proposed wording[6]

        index-sort-as proposed wording changes[7]

            Bruce: Global sort order can be set externally to the XML in the 
            publishing application, and therefore should not be set by the 
            author at the index term level.



        index-see-also proposed wording[8]

        indexterm proposed wording[9]

        DECISION: TC agrees to accept Paul's proposed changes to the lang spec
        referenced above.

4.  Announcements/Opens

    None.

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --

---
[1] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00037.html
[2] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00030.html
[3] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00027.html
[4] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00005.html
[5] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00004.html
[6] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00003.html
[7] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00002.html
[8] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00001.html
[9] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00000.html
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: Minutes for 2006/10/10 meeting

From: Michael Priestley <mpriestl@ca.ibm.com>
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
Date: Wed, 11 Oct 2006 13:43:40 -0400

1. Approve minutes from previous business meeting: *  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00015.html (3 Oct) 

- don moves to approve, scott hudson seconds, approved 

Business: 

2. ITEM: Canvas for TC additional TC rep on Machine Subcommittee (Kravogel) 

- chris kravogel will post announcement to dita users list today/tomorrow, aiming for start next week 

3. ITEM (added): Conref overriding attributes of the target 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00016.html 

- merge of source and target 
- exception is id, which is not merged from target 
- when conflict, source wins, unless attribute is empty 
- if make required, issue if it doesn't allow empty values - won't be able to get that att from the target using conref 
- much discussion ensues - eliot suggests making all attributes unrequired, france resists based on usability concerns 
- we run out of time, will convene special meeting 
- paul grosso, france baril, eliot kimber, robert anderson, michael priestley, don day to meet to continue discussion 

4. Remaining items deferred till next week: 
ITEM: Status of Nested Sections Issue 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00026.html 

ITEM: Use of standardized prefixes when incorporating foreignvocabularies 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00021.html 

http://markmail.org/
http://www.oasis-open.org/maillists/guidelines.php#searchingarchives
http://markmail.org/docs/faq.xqy#searchsyntax
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00031.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00030.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00034.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00033.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/maillist.html#00032
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/threads.html#00032
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/
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ITEM: Versioning of DITA public identifiers 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00025.html 

ITEM: metadata behaviour in maps 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00012.html 

ITEM: treating index-see as index-see-also 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00014.html 

ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts: 

Architectural Spec (Michael Priestley) 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00030.html (Arch Spec) 

Language Spec (Don Day) 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00027.html (Lang Spec) 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00005.html (1.1 XSDs) 

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00004.html (1.1 DTDs) 

Michael Priestley
IBM DITA Architect and Classification Schema PDT Lead
mpriestl@ca.ibm.com
http://dita.xml.org/blog/25

[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00031.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00030.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00034.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00033.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/maillist.html#00032
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/threads.html#00032
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/


DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 17 October 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 17 October 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call 

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous meeting (10 Oct)
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00032.html
f??????Rcepted by acclamation (moved by Don, seconded by Michael)

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Conref overriding attributes of the target
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00039.html (report)
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00040.html (follow up)
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00041.html (follow up)

        DECISION: Michael moved to accept Paul's wording changes/additions to 
        the spec. Paul seconded. Paul will make some additional 
        clarifications with Michael. No objections.

        DECISION: Paul moved to not add ditaignoreconreftarget attribute for 
        DITA 1.1. No objections.

    2.  NEW ITEM: Eric Sirois's note on treatment of foreign and unknown elements 
        during generalization 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00047.html

        No decision reached. Don asked to move this discussion to the list and 
        revisit next week.

    3.  NEW ITEM: inherited attribute values in a DITA relationship table 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00029.html (report) 

        Deferred to next meeting

    4.  ITEM: Status of Nested Sections Issue 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00033.html (MP) 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00043.html (belated CK) 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00044.html (belated CK) 

        Deferred to next meeting

    5.  ITEM: Use of standardized prefixes when incorporating foreign vocabularies 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00021.html 

        Deferred to next meeting



    6.  ITEM: Versioning of DITA public identifiers 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00025.html 

        Deferred to next meeting

    7.  ITEM: metadata behaviour in maps 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00012.html 

        Deferred to next meeting

    8.  ITEM: treating index-see as index-see-also 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00014.html 

        DECISION: Incorporate this discussion into the language spec.

    9.  ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts: 
    
        Architectural Spec (Michael Priestley) 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00030.html (Arch Spec) 

        Language Spec (Don Day) 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00027.html (Lang Spec) 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00005.html (1.1 XSDs) 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00004.html (1.1 DTDs) 

        Deferred to next meeting

4.  Announcements/Opens

    None.

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 24 October 2006
Recorded by Bruce Esrig (esrig-ia@esrig.com)
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 24 October 2006 at 08:00am PT for 60 minutes.
1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.
DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage 
Request a scribe for today's minutes: Bruce Esrig
8:00-8:05 Roll call.
We have quorum.
Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00057.html (17 Oct) 
Moved, seconded, and approved by acclamation.
Announcements (at end of meeting):
Chris Kravogel: Machine SC met today. It will meet next week and then every two weeks.
JoAnn Hackos: Deadline for speaker submissions for next CMS conference in March is next week.
Business:
Items 1 and 2 were resolved. Item 8 was previously resolved. The remaining items will remain on the agenda.
1. ITEM: Proposal: Update foreign topic to include processing info for generalization/specialization use case
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00062.html
Robert Anderson, speaking on behalf of a group, proposes to externalize the foreign content and refer to the foreign 
content using an <object> element. Robert Anderson moves, Michael Priestly seconds. Approved by acclamation.
2. New item: content model of reltable for bookmap 
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00065.html (Grosso)
(Background information, Michael Priestly:) The chapter element in bookmap (i.e. at the map level) points to an 
ordinary topic. (Robert Anderson:) To use reltable as currently defined, you need to express chapter as an ordinary 
topicref.
(E. Hennum:) Is it important to indicate relationships between chapters? We are using the bookmap to do the 
organizing. (JoAnn Hackos:) Views links to other chapters as a poor practice, but others consider relationships possible, 
and have seen them.
(Paul Grosso, acknowledging question by Don Day:) How to support copy and paste? (Erik Hennum:) This would copy 
the whole chapter. (Michael P.:) Copy and paste is already problematic for structural elements. Could treat copy of 
chapter specially (to improve usability of implementations). The special treatment would be only to copy the top level 
and convert it to a topicref.
(Robert A.:) To allow chapter in reltable, we’d have to specialize reltable to bookmapreltable, so we wouldn’t be able to 
copy reltables from elsewhere into bookmap.
Result of the discussion is to keep the status quo, which would leave it up to user interfaces to conveniently support 
references to chapters in reltables. Moved by Grosso, seconded by Anderson, accepted by acclamation.
3. ITEM: inherited attribute values in a DITA relationship table 
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00070.html (MP)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00029.html (Grosso)
Discussion: (Michael Priestly) Table, row, cell has a clear hierarchy. If column attributes are specified, they are defining 
the behavior for all rows, whereas the row behavior does not define the behavior of all columns. Rows define 
relationships. Columns define patterns. The patterns take priority.
Held over to next meeting to allow review.
4. ITEM: Status of Nested Sections Issue 
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00060.html (MP latest)
Feedback from Chris Kravogel: Agrees with Michael’s answer to the given example. There are deeper examples. 
Proposes a separate block-like element above and below section. Pure topic-based authoring becomes a serious obstacle 
against adoption, weighing against favorable view due to specialization.
Response from Michael Priestly: What is the reason that using nested topics is an obstacle?
CK: Context-based authoring. Context in one body with the content.
MP: Would blocks help with that? How do blocks help?
CK: Think of body with … <body>text <section>…</section> further text</body>.



MP: Wouldn’t “further text” need a title? The output on the page won’t reflect the end of the <section>. Suggests 
policy: trailing content is included in previous heading, or gets its own heading. This preserves the output. Not 
hypothetical. It worked for our users.
JoAnn Hackos: Eliot Kimber’s message about this was to discuss deeply-nested headings. Users don’t understand 
deeply-nested material (beyond two or three levels of heading).
CK and MP plan to have a separate call with the CK customer.
Don Day: Seek best practices for migrators and for consultants creating specializations. How should someone approach 
nested sections when converting to DITA? Michael referenced “compound documents” which allow nesting topics of 
different types.
Bruce Esrig: Sounds as though the <section> mentioned by CK is an inserted element in a larger flow.
CK: Will try to get a better example from the customer.
Action CK: organize call.
No action in the TC pending separate conference call. Discussion to continue.
5. ITEM: Use of standardized prefixes when incorporating foreign vocabularies 
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00021.html 
6. ITEM: Versioning of DITA public identifiers 
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00025.html 
7. ITEM: metadata behaviour in maps 
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00012.html 
8. ITEM: treating index-see as index-see-also 
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00014.html 
(Paul Grosso) Resolved last week.
9. ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts: 
o Architectural Spec (Michael Priestley) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00030.html (Arch Spec) 
o Language Spec (Don Day) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00027.html (Lang Spec) 
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00005.html (1.1 XSDs) 
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00004.html (1.1 DTDs) 



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 31 October 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 31 October 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 50 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Accept minutes from previous business meeting:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00079.html (24 Oct)
    Accepted. [moved by Don, seconded by Scott, no objections]

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: inherited attribute values in a DITA relationship table
          * See last minutes for resuming
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00070.html (MP)
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00029.html (Grosso)

          DECISION: Paul moves to accept Michael's proposal with the 
          clarification in the spec about the order of inheritance in reltable. 
          Rob Franklin seconded. No objections.

    2.  ITEM: Status of Nested Sections Issue
          * See last minutes for resuming
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00060.html (MP latest)

          Eliot stated that this feature is very important for his clients.
          
          DECISION: Hold off for future release (i.e., maintain status quo for 
          DITA 1.1). Eliot formally objects to not supporting nested sections 
          in DITA 1.1.

          ACTION: Resume this discussion after Chris Kravogel schedules conference 
          call in approximately 2 weeks.

    3.  ITEM: Use of standardized prefixes when incorporating foreign vocabularies
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00021.html

          Yas: This feature is required for at least one editor. 
          
          Eric clarifies: The element after the slash (e.g. class="topic/p") 
          should have a namespace prefixed to the p element in the class 
          attribute.
          
          General consensus: Handling of namespace attributes in DITA requires 
          some thought, and is already logged to be discussed in the future.

          Yas asked for example of how to correctly incorporate foreign 
          vocabulary on the list that we can then discuss on the list.



          Don summarizes: It's a documentation issues and we just need to 
          define an example of how to handle the class attribute with foreign 
          attributes. Therefore it's a non-issue for the TC.

    4.  ITEM: Versioning of DITA public identifiers
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00025.html

          Paul G: Version and non-version specific versions of DTDs, with 
          catalog used to locate the correct DTD.

          Robert: TC needs to declare the public IDs to be used.

          DECISION: Robert moves to change DITA version attribute from text to 
          data and to define version-specific IDs in the catalog. Scott 
          seconds. No objections.

    5.  ITEM: metadata behaviour in maps
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00012.html

          Robert discussed with Michael before TC meeting. Robert to post 
          results of discussion to list.

          ACTION: Robert to post recommendation to list for further discussion.

    6.  ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts:
      * Architectural Spec (Michael Priestley)
           * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00030.html (Arch Spec)
      * Language Spec (Don Day)
           * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00027.html (Lang Spec)
      * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00005.html (1.1 XSDs)
      * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200609/msg00004.html (1.1 DTDs)

      Don clarifies (following query from Chris K) that spec will link to 
      attribute classes instead of current behavior of listing every attribute.

      ACTION: Don to regenerate language spec.
      ACTION: Everyone to review the specs for comments that have not been noted yet.

    7.  ITEM: Translation best practices
          * Best Practice for Indexing DITA topics
           * http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/download.php/20479/092606%20Best%20Practice%20for%20Indexing%20DITA%20topics_jth.d
oc

           To be discussed at next week's moving

           ACTION: Gershon to post best practice for TM reuse.

           ACTION for TC members: Review the formal documents submitted by Translation SC.

    8.  ITEM: IPR Transition
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00075.html (request from  Mary McRae)

          To be discussed next meeting.



          Don: We're leaning towards royalty free options. We need to make our 
          decision shortly. We'll have extended discussion next meeting.

4.  Announcements/Opens

    None.

-- Meeting adjourned at 08:50 --
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: DITA TC Meeting Minutes 2006/11/14

From: Michael Priestley <mpriestl@ca.ibm.com>
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2006 12:17:46 -0500

Minutes taken by Michael Priestley 2006/11/14 
> Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
>  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00079.html (24 Oct)

Approved with amendments -Don moves, Scott Hudson seconds, no objections. 

Amendment: Item 3 Action Item 

  From Don Day: 
  For the action on the foreign element discussion, I propose this amendment: 

  ACTION: Eric Sirois to provide an updated example and brief discussion on 
  using the class attribute with foreign attributes; to be incorporated as an 
  example into the spec topic for the <foreign> element. 

Amendment: Item 4 correction: 

  From Paul Grosso: 
  Clarification to the minutes: 

  Instead of "from text to data", we are removing the "#FIXED" 
  indication from the (already CDATA) DITAArchVersion attribute. 

  More precisely, I'd phrase the decision as follows: 

  DECISION: Robert moves to remove the "#FIXED" indication from 
  the DITAArchVersion attribute and to include version-specific 
  FPIs (formal public identifiers) in the catalog. Scott 

  seconds. No objections. 

> 
> 1. ITEM: Follow up on "Use of standardized prefixes when 
> incorporating foreign vocabularies"
>  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00021.html
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Eric Sirois: outcome is explanation of class attribute on foreign element, lack of class attributes on contained elements. 

Action: Eric to provide clarified text for foreign specialization topic - use of class attributes on non-DITA content 

Action: Robert Anderson to provide text on foreign content generalization - moving content into sidefile, reincluding on

respecialization 

> 
> 2. ITEM: metadata behaviour in maps

>  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00012.html 

Robert proposes to add table to architectural spec. Michael Priestley seconds. No objections. 
> 
> 3. ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts:
>  * Action: Robert to post recommendation

>  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00007.html 

Action: Don Day and Michael Priestley to publish updated drafts with comments/feedback incorporated 

Discussion: some good experiences with bookmap so far. Implementations proceeding. 
> 
> 4. ITEM: Translation best practices
>  * Best Practice for Indexing DITA topics
>  * Best Practice for Translation Memory (link?)

Deferring discussion till next week. 

Action: Gershon to upload best practice for translation memory document for discussion/review 
Action: TC members to review indexing best practices document for next week's meeting 

> 
> 5. ITEM: Split domains from DITA 1.1 core 
> http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00003.html (Kravogel) 

> 

After discussion, deferred to 1.2 - but suggested that toolkit could provide starter topic doctype (incorporating topic.mod with

basic domains only - eg highlighting and utilities and indexing) in the meantime 

> 
>Deferred until actions completed 
>  Outcome of Kravogel telecon on Nested Sections 
>  IPR Transition 
>   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00075.html (request from Mary McRae) 

Paul Grosso: Proposed that we use RF on limited terms. 
Sharon Veach seconded, no objection. 

Note this may not be sufficient for a transition, given: 

Approval of a Transition Approval Ballot requires i) a minimum of 50% of all TC Qualified Members to vote, ii) no NO votes cast
and iii) one or more YES votes. (from the OASIS IPR Policy FAQ at http://www.oasis-open.org/who/ipr/transition_faq.php )

Follow-Ups:
Re: [dita] DITA TC Meeting Minutes 2006/11/14

From: Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Re: [dita] DITA TC Meeting Minutes 2006/11/14

From: Dana Spradley <dana.spradley@oracle.com>

References:
Groups - DITA TC Meeting (Conference Call) modified

From: dond@us.ibm.com
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 21 November 2006

From: "Gershon L Joseph" <gershon@tech-tav.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2006 21:12:37 +0200

Best Regards,
Gershon

---
Gershon L Joseph
Secretary, OASIS DITA Technical Committee | 
Member, OASIS DocBook Technical Committee | 
Director of Technology and Single Sourcing | 
Tech-Tav Documentation Ltd.
office: +972-8-974-1569
mobile: +972-57-314-1170
http://www.tech-tav.com

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 21 November 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 21 November 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 45 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Accept minutes from previous business meeting:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00009.html (14 Nov)

    Accepted. [moved by Don, seconded by Sharon, no objections]

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Follow up on "Use of standardized prefixes when incorporating 
        foreign vocabularies"
        
        Action: Eric to provide clarified text for foreign specialization 
        topic - use of class attributes on non-DITA content
        [WWW] http://www.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00005.html (previously available 
description)

            Yas: Need to update foreign element topic with the updates in the 
            above URL.

            CLOSED.

        Action: Robert Anderson to provide text on foreign content 
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        generalization - moving content into sidefile, reincluding on 
        respecialization
        [WWW] http://www.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200610/msg00062.html (previously available)

            Michael: Need to add additional information into the spec, such as naming
            convention.

            Don suggested using URI.

            Michael: Robert and I need to work on the wording to expand it 
            more before adding it to the spec. The above email is incomplete.
            
            Revised action item: Robert Anderson and Michael Priestley to 
            provide text on foreign content generalization - moving content 
            into sidefile, reincluding on respecialization.

            CONTINUED.

    2.  ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts:
        
        Action: Don Day and Michael Priestley to publish updated drafts with 
        comments/feedback incorporated

            CONTINUED. Hope to get updated drafts out next week

        ACTION: Don and Alan Hauser to discuss language updates to the spec.

    3.  ITEM: Translation best practices
        
        Best Practice for Indexing DITA topics
        [WWW] http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/download.php/20479/092606%20Best%20Practice%20for%20Indexing%20DITA%20topics_jt
h.doc
        [WWW] http://www.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00024.html (Paul's comments)

        ACTION: Translation TC to handle Paul's comments at next scheduled 
        meeting. Ensure Paul is on the list/meetings that discuss these 
        comments.

        ACTION: Update title to reflect the translation-orientation of the BP.
        
        ACTION: Add section about index entry in metadata for a topic reference in a map.

        Best Practice for Translation Memory
        [WWW] http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/download.php/21294/Best_Practice_for_Leveraging_Legacy_Translation_Memory_when_
Migrating_to_DITA-final061120.doc

        Revisit next meeting.

    4.  Update: IPR Transition

4.  Deferred until actions completed

    1.  Outcome of Kravogel telecon on Nested Sections

5.  Announcements/Opens

    None.

-- Meeting adjourned at 08:45 --
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(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 28 November 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 30 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Accept minutes from previous business meeting:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00028.html (21 Nov)

    Accepted. [moved by Don, seconded by Gershon, no objections]

3.  Special:

    1.  Requested update: OASIS Symposium (Carol Geyer)

        Carol not on call, deferred to next week.

4.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Follow up on "Use of standardized prefixes when incorporating 
        foreign vocabularies"
        Revised action item: Robert Anderson and Michael Priestley to provide 
        text on foreign content generalization - moving content into sidefile, 
        reincluding on respecialization.

        CONTINUED.

    2.  ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts:
        Action: Don Day and Michael Priestley to publish updated drafts with 
        comments/feedback incorporated

        Don: No updates yet. Will contact Alan Hauser this week to take up his 
        offer on assistance with updating the lang spec.

        Michael: Sent out updated architectural spec draft earlier today.

    3.  ITEM: Translation best practices
        No SC meeting yesterday--revisit next meeting

5.  Deferred until actions completed

    1.  Outcome of Kravogel telecon on Nested Sections

        Chris: Awaiting completion of draft report on how DITA can be used in 
        Machine Industry, then we'll have the conf call.
        We had our 4th meeting today. Now 12 members, including new OASIS members. 
        Preparing our first proposal about notes and hazards statement, which 
        should be ready by the end of the year (proposal for DITA 1.2).
        We also have a proposal for maintenance task type, but this will take a 



        few months to complete.

6.  Announcements/Opens

    1.  eLearning SC update:

        John: New members are joining. Google "DITA learning" to get a list of
        good sites, including our new Wiki.

    2.  Paul G: Need updated DTDs with comments to reflect the new DITA version.

        ACTION: Robert to update the DTDs and Schema files and release a new zip.

-- Meeting adjourned at 08:30 --
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 12 December 2006

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 12 December 2006 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Accept minutes from previous business meeting:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00018.html (5 Dec)

    Accepted. [moved by Don, seconded by Scott, no objections]

3.  Special:

    1.  Requested update: OASIS Symposium (Carol Geyer)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00017.html

        Carol addressed the TC about the symposium. Dec 15 is the deadline for 
        submitting papers.

        Don asked who is planning to participate/attend.
        Scott is planning to submit a paper.
        Jen is also planning to submit a paper.

        Carol: May be good for marketing people of vendor members to do a 
        workshop or host a table.

        Don suggested to Scott that this event may be a good place to meet some 
        people to develop the S1000D subcommittee.

4.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Follow up on "Use of standardized prefixes when incorporating 
        foreign vocabularies"
        * Revised action item: Robert Anderson and Michael Priestley to 
          provide text on foreign content generalization - moving content into 
          sidefile, reincluding on respecialization.

        CLOSED (will be included in next draft)

    2.  ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts:

        * Architectural Spec update: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00038.html

            Michael: midway through update. New draft will be out soon, which will 
            address all comments received to-date.

            If anyone has further comments for Michael, please submit them by Friday.

        * DTD update: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00044.html
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dita message
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Subject: DITA TC Meeting minutes Tuesday, 05 December 2006

From: "Yas Etessam" <yas.etessam@xmetal.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Thu, 7 Dec 2006 12:18:07 -0800

DITA TC Meeting (Conference Call)
Date:  Tuesday, 05 December 2006
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

1. Roll call
-  we have quorum
-  Don Day asks for scribe, Yas Etessam to take minutes
-  followed agenda on DITA TC Wiki
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage
-  review minutes
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00041.html  (28 Nov)
-  minor corrections to minutes
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00042.html
- approved minutes from previous meeting and minor corrections, accepted
by acclamation

2. Follow up on "Use of standardized prefixes when  incorporating
foreign vocabularies"
- no update

3. Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts:

- action completed: Don Day and Michael Priestley published updated
- drafts with comments/feedback incorporated
- Michael posted 1.1 draft onto the documents section
- dtd update links and xsd updates links have been added to the wiki
- Michael's update on 1.1 drafts has had no feedback, some outstanding
questions still need to be addressed
- Michael asked TC for direction/approval on following issues

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00038.html

A. Transitional topics currently located after bookmap in the DITA map
section.
- Michael  asks for approval to move up transitional topic after the
information typing section.
- JoAnn Hackos agrees that transitional text affects more than just
bookmap.
- agreed, Michael  to move bookmap after information typing

B.  Data extensibility topic is located in common metadata elements
- some mention of the data element in the metadata context is necessary
but wants to move the majority of the topic into the specialization
section
- agreed, Michael to move topic
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C.  Whenever there was a list of mixed elements/attributes, MP was using
an @ sign to indicate attributes.   Its not a documented convention in
the specification.
- consensus that its fine to leave in the @ signs without documenting
the convention

D.  Examples in the architectural spec
- Michael wants to validate that adding more examples is valuable.
Examples are "nice to have" but not mandatory and shouldn't block the
spec.

E. Translation/Formatting elements
- JoAnn asks where Robert Anderson's table of block/inline formatted
elements belong.  Table will be used by translation centres to create
tables for handling phrase markup.
- Michael to include as an Appendix with caveats that formatting is
provisional and not necessary categorically an intrinsic property of the
element.  For example, <shortdesc> and <abstract> these elements take on
the same block/inline properties as their peers.  When <abstract> is a
peer to block it is block and when it is a peer to text, it is inline.
- Michael will include the topic with appropriate wording, and check
with Robert about the exact title.

4. Conref recursion order

- Michael and Paul Grosso had offline discussion "What happens when you
have a chain of conrefs and different domains at different points on the
processing chain?"
- order is signification if performing generalization on the fly (spec
recommends generalization but doesn't require)
- Example

A topic with highlighting domain
B topic
C topic with highlighting domain

A conrefs to B
B conrefs to C

It matters which order the conref is resolved.
If we resolve the last pair first starting from the final target, we
lose the highlighting information.
If we do it in the reverse order, and resolve from A to C, then the
information gets preserved.

Michael says as long as we start from the source recursively towards the
target, we'll always be folding things into the calling context which
guarantees content to be valid as possible.

If we start from the final destination, we need to meet all requirements
in the intermediary form and will throw away tags that do not need to be
thrown away in the final form.

Initially, TC thought that the conref resolution sequence doesn't matter
but it does matter.  Edge case but it does matter which sequence.  MP
suggests using the sequence that starts at the beginning.

Erik Hennum asks whether type information is always thrown away when you
move down the chain.  Potentially could specialize during the
resolution.

Michael says issues haven't been thrashed out fully and thinks it might
dangerous to partially generalize across the board and confusing to be
inconsistent.  Don't want situation where we sometimes keep the
semantics and other times, throw the semantics thrown away.

Erik asks whether the same issue applies to conref from specialized
topics?  That would put you at risk for the same issues.   Expressing a
required sequence could instead be expressed by saying "the semantics of
the source needs to be maintained through" rather than committing to
people using this particular sequence.

Don suggest continuing discussion on the list.

5. How to "expand" nested references in a bookmap?
 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00040.html (Grosso)

- Paul Grosso asked for guidance on this edge case.
- Don says that when a chapter reference is made, whatever topic is
pointed to is cast as a chapter in terms of processing

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00040.html
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- Erik states that if the file that contains topics contains nested
references in a map, then the nesting issues come to the foreground.
- Erik doesn't know which answer is correct. Treat the nested content as
the role? On a basis of usability, could depend on whether somebody
wants to set up their chapters into a single file.
- Paul says with standard dita map, we assume that all first level
references will be formatted in the same way.
But if a topicref is already formatted as a structure, does/should the
role get kept?  No urgency, this is an edge case.

6. Translation best practices meeting
- status on yesterday's meeting
- JoAnn went through Paul's' comments and Gershon/JoAnn are going to
make changes to the comments about indexing- JoAnn asks if anybody has
any comments on translation memory best practices.  No comments so far.
- JoAnn to get the document updated this week.

6.  Meetings for this month:
-  Next week's meeting Dec 12th
-  Will decide on the 12th whether to have a meeting on the 19th

7.  Automotive Industry Subcommittee
- Don asks about general interest in starting this subcommittee
- JoAnn has a contact from Toyota who has implemented DITA and
interested people in the trucking industry
- Don wants to foster Japanese use of DITA
- JoAnn replies that much of the documentation originates in Japan
- JoAnn to pass contacts to Don
- Don stresses importance of fostering new subcommittees to increase
uptake of DITA in different industries

8.  Telecommunications Subcommittee
- Don says the notion of a telecommunications industry subcommittee is
still open
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        * XSD update: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00016.html (latest)

        * Language spec.
        
            In progress.

    3.  ITEM: conref recursion question (Priestley and Grosso)
        * continuing from last week--effects of conref resolution sequence
          http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00025.html

            Michael: The issue is the result of combining 2 statements in the 
            conref topic. Essentially, if you conref from ordered list item to step, 
            the conref should be generalized from step to orderedlist. It gets 
            more complex (see the referenced message).
            
            Michael proposed the following compromised wording (copied from 
            above message):
            The result should preserve without generalization all elements that are 
            valid in the originating context, even if they are not valid in an 
            intermediate context. For example, if topicA and topicC allow highlighting, 
            and topicB does not, then a content reference chain of topicA->topicB->topicC 
            should preserve any highlighting elements in the referenced content. 
            The result is the same as if the conref pairs are resolved recursively 
            starting from the source element.

            ACTION: Michael to add this text to the spec, which will be 
            reviewed as part of the spec review.

            CLOSED.

    4.  ITEM: ditaval should not be normative in 1.1
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00019.html

            Michael: I don't recall discussion on normativeness. Default assumption 
            is it was in the proposal as non-normative, so it went into the spec
            this way. Assumption was that everything in the proposal was 
            normative unless marked otherwise.

            Paul G: I feel the DITA spec should not address processing. There are 
            implementations that handle profiling without using ditaval.

            Michael: The current proposal is not what the toolkit does. It was developed
            from discussions by vendors (Paul P, Yas, and Paul G).

            Paul G: I didn't realize the details of the configuration file would 
            be part of the spec. To me it's a configuration file that should
            not be part of the spec.

            Eliot agrees with Paul that processor-specific recommendations should not 
            be part of the spec. This is not the only way to implement profiling.

            Michael is concerned that removing any of the current content from the 
            spec will render the profiling information meaningless.
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